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RÉSUMÉ
Les systèmes de substitution sensorielle convertissent des stimuli d’une modalité sen-
sorielle en des stimuli d’une autre modalité. Ils peuvent fournir les moyens pour les
personnes handicapées de percevoir des stimuli d’une modalité défectueuse par une
autre modalité.
Le but de ce projet de recherche était d’étudier des systèmes de substitution de l’audition
vers la vision. Ce type de substitution n’est pas bien étudié probablement en raison de
la complexité du système auditif et des diﬃcultés résultant de la désadaptation entre
les sons audibles qui peuvent changer avec des fréquences allant jusqu’à 20000 Hz et
des stimuli visuels qui changent très lentement avec le temps aﬁn d’être perçus.
Deux problèmes spéciﬁques des systèmes de substitution de l’audition vers la vision ont
été ciblés par cette étude : la recherche de correspondances audiovisuelles et l’extraction
de caractéristiques auditives.
Une expérience audiovisuelle a été réalisée en ligne pour trouver les associations entre
les caractéristiques auditives (la fréquence fondamentale et le timbre) et visuelles (la
forme, la couleur, et la position verticale). Une forte corrélation entre le timbre des
sons utilisés et des formes visuelles a été observée. Les sujets ont fortement associé
des timbres “doux” avec des formes arrondies bleues, vertes ou gris clair, des timbres
“durs” avec des formes angulaires pointues rouges, jaunes ou gris foncé et des timbres
comportant simultanément des éléments de douceur et de dureté avec un mélange des
deux formes visuelles arrondies et angulaires. La fréquence fondamentale n’a pas été
associée à la position verticale, ni le niveau de gris ou la couleur.
Étant donné la correspondance entre le timbre et une forme visuelle, dans l’étape sui-
vante, un modèle hiérarchique ﬂexible et polyvalent bio-inspiré pour analyser le timbre
et extraire des caractéristiques importantes du timbre a été développé. Inspiré par les
découvertes dans les domaines des neurosciences, neurosciences computationnelles et
de la psychoacoustique, non seulement le modèle extrait-il des caractéristiques spec-
trales et temporelles d’un signal,mais il analyse également lesmodulations d’amplitude
sur diﬀérentes échelles de temps. Il utilise un banc de ﬁltres cochléaires pour résoudre
les composantes spectrales d’un son, l’inhibition latérale pour améliorer la résolution
spectrale, et un autre banc de ﬁltres de modulation pour extraire l’enveloppe tempo-
relle et la rugosité du son à partir des modulations d’amplitude. Aﬁn de démontrer
son potentiel pour la représentation du timbre, le modèle a été évalué avec succès pour
trois applications : 1) la comparaison avec les valeurs subjectives de la rugosité 2) la
classiﬁcation d’instruments de musique 3) la sélection de caractéristiques pour les sons
qui ont été regroupés en fonction de la forme visuelle qui leur avait été attribuée dans
l’expérience audiovisuelle.
La correspondance entre le timbre et la forme visuelle qui a été révélée par cette étude
et le modèle proposé pour l’analyse de timbre peuvent être utilisés pour développer
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des systèmes de substitution de l’audition vers la vision intuitifs codant le timbre en
formes visuelles.
Mots-clés : Substitution sensorielle, correspondance entre le timbre et la forme, bancs
de ﬁltres, enveloppe temporelle, moyenne temporelle du spectre, rugosité instan-
tanée, classiﬁcation d’instruments de musique, réseau bayésien.
ABSTRACT
Sensory substitution systems encode a stimulus modality into another stimulus modal-
ity. They can provide the means for handicapped people to perceive stimuli of an
impaired modality through another modality.
The purpose of this study was to investigate auditory to visual substitution systems.
This type of sensory substitution is not well-studied probably because of the complex-
ities of the auditory system and the diﬃculties arising from the mismatch between
audible sounds that can change with frequencies up to 20000 Hz and visual stimuli that
should change very slowly with time to be perceived.
Two speciﬁc problems of auditory to visual substitution systemswere targeted in this re-
search: the investigation of audiovisual correspondences and the extraction of auditory
features.
An audiovisual experiment was conducted online to ﬁnd the associations between the
auditory (pitch and timbre) and visual (shape, color, height) features. One hundred and
nineteen subjects took part in the experiments. A strong association between timbre
of envelope normalized sounds and visual shapes was observed. Subjects strongly
associated soft timbreswithblue, greenor light gray rounded shapes, harsh timbreswith
red, yellow or dark gray sharp angular shapes and timbres having elements of softness
and harshness together with a mixture of the previous two shapes. Fundamental
frequency was not associated with height, grayscale or color.
Given the correspondence between timbre and shapes, in the next step, a ﬂexible and
multipurpose bio-inspired hierarchical model for analyzing timbre and extracting the
important timbral features was developed. Inspired by ﬁndings in the ﬁelds of neu-
roscience, computational neuroscience, and psychoacoustics, not only does the model
extract spectral and temporal characteristics of a signal, but it also analyzes amplitude
modulations on diﬀerent timescales. It uses a cochlear ﬁlter bank to resolve the spectral
components of a sound, lateral inhibition to enhance spectral resolution, and a modu-
lation ﬁlter bank to extract the global temporal envelope and roughness of the sound
from amplitude modulations. To demonstrate its potential for timbre representation,
the model was successfully evaluated in three applications: 1) comparison with subjec-
tive values of roughness, 2) musical instrument classiﬁcation, and 3) feature selection
for labeled timbres.
The correspondencebetween timbre and shapes revealedby this studyand theproposed
model for timbre analysis canbeused todevelop intuitive auditory to visual substitution
systems that encode timbre into visual shapes.
Keywords: Sensory substitution, timbre-shape correspondence, ﬁlter banks, temporal
envelope, time-averaged spectrum, instantaneous roughness, musical instrument
classiﬁcation, Bayesian network.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Human brain is extremely plastic [Pascual-Leone et al., 2005; Wall et al., 2002] and
therefore it is possible to take advantage of one sensory system (e.g. visual system) as
a substitution for another sensory system (e.g. auditory system). This is commonly
referred to as sensory substitution. The ﬁrst sensory substitution system is probably
Braille which was invented by Louis Braille (1809-1852). The trained blind people are
able to read the texts written in Braille through their ﬁngertips.
The history of the modern sensory substitution systems dates back to 1960s when
Optacon [Linvill and Bliss, 1966] and Tactile-visual substitution system (TVSS) [Bach-y
Rita et al., 1969] were invented. Both of these devices convert vision to tactition using
tactile activators. A modern sensory substitution system is typically composed of three
parts: 1) a sensor that captures and preprocesses the input data (the stimuli of a sensory
modality, e.g. a handicapped one), 2) a coupling system that analyzes and interprets
the input data and maps their features to the equivalent features of a second sensory
modality, and 3) a stimulator that represents the interpreted data in the form of the
second sensory modality stimuli.
There are several types of substitution systems, however the visual to auditory and
the visual to tactile substitution systems are the most studied types. These systems are
reviewed in sections 1.2 and 1.3. The auditory to visual substitution systems, which are
the focus of this research, are discussed in the subsequent sections.
1.2 Visual to auditory substitution systems
A visual to auditory substitution system converts visual information to auditory stimuli
and thus provides vision through audition. This allows a blind person to use the
auditory system (a sound sensory modality) to perceive the visual scenes, which are
not perceived by the defective visual system. Some of the existing visual to auditory
1
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substitution systems include the vOICe [Meijer, 1992], PSVA [Capelle et al., 1998], Vibe
[Hanneton et al., 2010], and See Diﬀerently [Lescal et al., 2012].
The vOICe [Meijer, 1992] is a mobile and inexpensive device that converts visual infor-
mation into an auditory representation called a “soundscape”. It scans an image from
left to right in real time. The height and brightness of a given pixel are encoded into
sound frequency and loudness, respectively. The soundscape of a given view lasts for
1 second before getting updated.
The Prosthesis Substituting Vision for Audition (PSVA) [Capelle et al., 1998] also creates
an auditory representation for an image. However, it assigns pixel locations to sound
frequencies by associating a rough model of the human retina with an inverse model of
the cochlea whereas pixel values are mapped to sound intensities.
The Vibe [Hanneton et al., 2010] divides an image into several receptive ﬁelds each of
which is related to a local zone of pixels. Each receptive ﬁeld controls a sinusoidal
sound source. The amplitude of a given sinusoid is controlled by the mean intensity of
the pixels located in the corresponding receptive ﬁled. The sinusoidal frequencies and
the inter-aural disparity are determined by the centers of gravity of the receptive ﬁelds.
The output is a mixture of all these sinusoidal tones.
Lescal et al. [Lescal et al., 2012] developed a system called See Diﬀerently (similar to
the Vibe) which uses a neural network for segmenting an image into zones. Then, for
each zone a complex sound is generated. The amplitude and frequency of the sound
are controlled by the size and the average luminance of the zone, respectively.
Many researchers have used such devices to study a) the blind (or blindfolded) in-
dividuals’ ability for object recognition [Auvray et al., 2007; Merabet et al., 2009] and
localization [Auvray et al., 2007; Proulx et al., 2008], b) visual pattern recognition [Arno
et al., 1999, 2001], perception of visual images encoded in musical format [Cronly-Dillon
et al., 1999, 2000], and perception of depth cues [Renier and De Volder, 2010], c) reach-
ing movements [Levy-Tzedek et al., 2012; Oscari et al., 2012], d) obstacle detection and
avoidance [Chen et al., 2011], e) non-invasive visual rehabilitation aids [Reich et al., 2012;
Striem-Amit et al., 2012], and f) cross-modal plasticity [Amedi et al., 2007; Auvray and
Myin, 2009; Bubic et al., 2010; Collignon et al., 2011; Pollok et al., 2005].
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1.3 Visual to tactile substitution systems
Visual-to-tactile substitution devices convert pictures into tactile representations by us-
ing electro-tactile or vibro-tactile stimulators. Electro-tactile stimulators apply electrical
voltage to the skin or neural endings to activate neuronswhereas vibro-tactile electrodes
apply pressure to the skin [Kaczmarek et al., 1991].
Optacon [Linvill and Bliss, 1966], a device invented by John Linvill in early 1960s, allows
the blind individuals to read printed texts [Linvill and Bliss, 1966]. The brightness of
an image, which represents printed letters, is captured by a small camera and then
encoded into a vibro-tactile pattern. This pattern is applied to the index ﬁnger using an
array of 6 × 24 vibrating pins.
Paul Bach-y-Rita [Bach-y Rita, 2004; Bach-y Rita and Kercel, 2003] also built a Tactile
Vision Substitution System (TVSS) as an aid for the blind to locate visual objects and
to guide themselves through new environments. Images taken by a video camera are
fed to 400 tactile stimulators (a 20 × 20 array) placed on the backrest section of a dental
chair. After training with TVSS, subjects reported experiencing images in space [Bach-y
Rita et al., 1969]. In another experiment with TVSS, blind subjects were able to bat a ball
as it rolled oﬀ a table, even though they had to predict the position of the rolling ball
and estimate the time it would reach the edge of the table [Bach-y Rita, 1995].
Bach-y-Rita [Bach-y Rita et al., 1998] also built another system, where a ﬂexible array
of electrodes attached to the tongue produced electro-tactile stimuli. These electro-
tactile stimuli were delivered to the tongue as its low impedance allowed even very
low voltages to be sensed. Sighted adults were able to use this device for visual shape
perception. Results also showed that visual shape perception obtained by electrical
stimulation of the tongue was better than ﬁngertips because of the larger population
of the nerve ﬁbers in the tongue which are easily stimulated by small voltages [Bach-y
Rita et al., 1998].
In addition to the tongue, researchers have also applied tactile stimuli to other body
parts such as ﬁngertips [Kaczmarek and Haase, 2003a,b], roof of the mouth [Tang and
Beebe, 2003], and abdomen [Kaczmarek, 2000]. One must consider the population of
sensory receptors and their spatial resolution when choosing a location for the tactile
stimulators [Kaczmarek et al., 1991].
VibroGlove [Krishna et al., 2010] and Haptic Belt [McDaniel et al., 2008] are two other
visual to tactile substitution systems that use miniature cameras mounted on glasses
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worn by the blind people. The VibroGlove is used to perceive the facial expressions of
other people whereas the Haptic Belt is used to localize a person standing in front of
the user.
Vibro-tactile sensory substitution has also been used for providing noninvasive biofeed-
back from prostheses to the brain for improving object manipulation [Chatterjee et al.,
2008; Cipriani et al., 2012; Shannon, 1976; Stepp and Matsuoka, 2010, 2012].
1.4 Auditory to visual substitution systems
An auditory to visual (AV) substitution system analyzes acoustic scenes and converts
the sounds present in those scenes to visual data (e.g. a sequence of images). Such
systems can partly compensate for lack of hearing in the deaf or can be used to augment
the hearing of individuals who have hearing impairment. Among all types of sensory
substitution systems, auditory to visual substitution systems are the least-studied. The
purpose of this thesis is therefore to study auditory to visual substitution systems, deter-
mine the challenges and problems of developing such systems, and provide solutions
for some of these problems. The rest of this chapter is devoted to explaining the building
blocks of such a system, its characteristics, deﬁnition of the problems and goals of the
project.
1.4.1 Inputs and outputs of an AV substitution system
The inputs of an AV substitution system are real life sounds like speech, music, bird
songs, and sound of a car passing. For instance, in case speech is the input, the sys-
tem ideally should be independent of the language being spoken and reveal individual
diﬀerences such as gender (female or male), age (young or old), and mood (singing,
laughing, crying, shouting). Similarly for music , it should reveal important character-
istics such as pitch and timbre (which are deﬁned in chapter 2) and provide distinct
representations for diﬀerent instruments.
Though the system must be able to capture and extract all the important perceptual
characteristics of the sounds, it is not supposed to classify or recognize them. It would
rather analyze the extracted characteristics and produce a visual representation out of
them in which all the important perceptual cues of the input are encoded. The brain is
responsible for processing the visual information and performing tasks such as pattern
recognition and source localization and classiﬁcation.
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1.4.2 Building blocks of an AV substitution system
It is really diﬃcult to propose a model which must cover some functionalities of both
auditory and visual systems. Given that there is currently no solution for such a system,
themodel shown in Figure 1.1 is considered in this thesis. The proposed system consists
of three blocks which are explained below: a sound transducer, a coupling system, and
a visual stimulator.
Sound transducer
The sound transducer ﬁrst may divide a sound into overlapping or non-overlapping
windows with ﬁxed or adaptable durations. For each window of the signal, a set of
features is then extracted. These features must produce a distinct representation for
each input sound such as speech and music. Based on the information which this
representation provides, one should be able to not only distinguish between various
sounds but also get more information about the sound sources (whether they are near,
far, or moving). It may also need to detect the onset and oﬀset of a sound to let people
understand when a new auditory object starts or ends.
Coupling system
The coupling system, which has to activate the visual stimulator, interprets the auditory
cues (features related to pitch, loudness, timbre) and then maps them to a set of visual
cues (e.g. colors, shapes, lightness). These audiovisual mappings are very important
because the visual cues must be capable of conveying the perceptible characteristics of
sounds so that one can perceive all the sounds in the acoustic environment from the
visual data that the system generates.
Visual stimulator
This block displays the visual output of the system. It puts together all the visual cues
from the coupling system to produce the ﬁnal visual representations (e.g. a sequence
Figure 1.1 Block diagram of an auditory to visual substitution system: in
general an AV substitution system consists of a sound transducer, a coupling
systemandavisual stimulator. The sound transducer extracts a set of features
from the input sound. The coupling system maps the extracted features to
their visual equivalents. The visual stimulator combines the visual features
and generates the ﬁnal visual output.
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of images). This block not only shows the visual output for the current window of the
audio signal, but also keeps the outputs of some of the previous windows (or integrates
previous and current outputs) if they belong to the same auditory object. This allows
the subjects to see both short- and long-term variations of sounds. The variations of the
outputs should be slow as it is virtually impossible for the visual system to follow and
perceive the stimuli that are updated at frequencies even as low as a few Hertz.
1.5 Research motivations and objectives
In this section, themotivations of this project, aswell as the assumptions and the general
and speciﬁc goals of the project are presented.
1.5.1 Research motivation
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the serious problems that may be encountered
by researchers when developing auditory to visual substitution systems and provide
possible solutions. Developing a prototype of an auditory to visual substitution system
requires a lot of interdisciplinary research and takes a large amount of time. As far as is
known, no such system currently exists. The competitive devices are limited to hearing
aids and prostheses that are placed in the peripheral auditory system. Though these
devices have proved eﬀective in speciﬁc circumstances, they are expensive and require
the patients to undergo a surgery (perhaps even several times over their lifetimes).
More importantly, only people with impaired peripheral auditory systems can beneﬁt
from them, because they are not applicable for those with central auditory system
impairments. An auditory to visual substitution system can reduce the risks and costs
of the surgeries that are required to implant hearing prostheses. It is also useful to all
the deaf individuals regardless of the deafness type.
1.5.2 Assumptions
The current study does not place any constraints on the types of inputs of an AV
substitution system. In other words, the inputs can include both real life sounds such
as speech, music, and bird songs and synthetic sounds such as pure and amplitude-
modulated (AM) tones. Though only music and synthetic signals are used in the next
chapters, all the proposed ideas and models that are presented in the next chapters
apply to other types of signals, too. However, the inputs are assumed not to include
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noisy signals or sound mixtures though in practice, we should not avoid using those
signals. In general, an ideal AV substitution system may have many of the following
capabilities though they are not among the goals of this project:
• identiﬁcation of sound sources.
• localization of sound sources.
• classiﬁcation of sound sources.
• source separation.
• speech recognition.
• pattern recognition.
• noise cancellation or separation.
1.5.3 General objectives
In general, the results of this project can be used to:
• build investigational systems for studying the brain functionalities such as neu-
roplasticity and cross-modal correspondences.
• develop an assistive device for perceiving the acoustic environment.
• develop a system that helps the deaf learn how to speak or improve their speaking
abilities.
• augment and support hearing of the hearing impaired.
• enhance the safety of the deaf and the hearing impaired.
• develop audiovisual speech recognition systems.
• design interactive music interfaces.
• design audiovisual games.
1.5.4 Speciﬁc objectives
The speciﬁc goals of this project include the following:
• ﬁnd the auditory features that are able to uniquely represent diﬀerent classes of
sounds in an N-dimensional auditory space.
• design a bio-inspired framework for eﬃcient extraction of the above features.
This framework should be able to capture all the important attributes of sounds
and be designed such that it can easily be integrated into an auditory to visual
substitution system.
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• propose strategies to reduce the dimensions of the auditory space. These strategies
allow for simpler representations for the sounds.
• investigate the cross-modal correspondences and their applications in an auditory
to visual substitution system.
• ﬁnd visual correlates of sound characteristics through audiovisual experiments
(e.g. what auditory cue is associated to what visual cue?).
• ﬁnd the proper mappings of auditory features to visual features.
1.6 Research Ideas
Though Figure 1.1 provides a general block diagram for an AV substitution system,
which can be implemented in diﬀerent ways, the system that is targeted in this research
is shown in Figure 1.2. Two important properties of the system are investigated in
this project: feature extraction and audiovisual correspondences. The visualization of
sounds is performed in two steps. The ﬁrst step includes mapping sounds from the
time domain to another domain that is referred to as the “auditory space” in this thesis.
In the second step, data are mapped from the auditory space to a third space that is
called the “visual space” in this thesis (Figure 1.2).
1.6.1 Feature extraction
The ﬁrst step in Figure 1.2 is feature extraction. Up to now, lots of features have
been used in various audio processing applications. These audio features are usually
related to the three main characteristics of sounds: pitch, loudness, and timbre. These
characteristics as well as some of the known features of sounds are introduced in the
next chapter.
1.6.2 Visualization of auditory features
Auditory and visual spaces
The set of auditory features extracted from sounds construct an auditory space where
an auditory object is represented by a point. The features should be selected such
that diﬀerent classes of sounds are mapped to separate regions in this space. While
mapping each class of sounds into a diﬀerent region of an auditory space requires
robust distinctive features of sounds to be used, within-class distinctions may demand
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Figure 1.2 Visualization of sounds: a number of features are extracted from
a sound in the ﬁrst step. The extracted features provide a unique representa-
tion for the sound in the auditory space. Ideally diﬀerent classes of sounds
such as speech and music should be mapped to diﬀerent regions of the audi-
tory space. Audiovisual mappings are represented by the function f . In the
second step, the auditory features are converted to the equivalent visual fea-
tures using the function f . The visual features also provide a unique visual
representation of the sound in the visual space.
other features that encode the subtle diﬀerences among the class members. Therefore,
in general, as many features as possible should be used.
The visual space in Figure 1.2 is constructed from the perceptually important visual
cues such as colors and shapes. Each auditory object in the auditory space is mapped
to a visual object in the visual space. Though the visual space has at most three spatial
dimensions, the auditory space may need more than three dimensions for eﬃcient
representation of sounds.
Audiovisual mappings
The second step to convert audition into vision is to map auditory features to visual
features. In Figure 1.2 audiovisual mappings are shown by the function f : A  V. The
function f should uniquely map a given sound Sa in the auditory space to its visual
representation Sv in the visual space. In other words, this function maps a given region
in the auditory space into a perceptually equivalent region in the visual space.
Improper mappings may lead to the failure of the system. Care must be taken to
map an auditory cue to a visual cue which it best matches (people should be able
to associate an auditory cue to its visual equivalent easily and consistently). Proper
selection of auditory cues and ﬁnding their visual correlates are critical and decisive.
While we can ﬁnd plausible correlations between auditory and visual cues using the
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physical properties of auditory and visual stimuli (e.g. hue and pitch are the dominant
frequencies of a color and a sound, respectively, and therefore can be considered to be
equivalent), another important approach is to utilize synesthesia-inspiredmappings. In
chapter 3, synesthesia is introduced, the studies that have shown that normal people are
also able to ﬁnd associations between visual and auditory features are reviewed, and
the visual correlates of sound features are investigated by an audiovisual experiment.
However, the choice of function f is not dealt with in this thesis and is left for future
research.
1.7 Contributions
In this research two solutions were obtained for two important problems of an auditory
to visual substitution system. First, an online audiovisual experiment was conducted
to ﬁnd the associations between the visual and auditory features (chapter 3). One
hundred and nineteen subjects with diﬀerent nationalities took part in the experiments.
A strong correspondence was observed between the visual shapes and musical timbre.
As a result, encoding timbre into visual shapes, is proposed as a strong solution for
audiovisual mappings, which are extremely important in an AV substitution system.
Second, a multipurpose bio-inspired hierarchical model for analyzing musical timbre
was designed and successfully tested in diﬀerent applications. This model is presented
in chapter 4. The model takes advantage of recent ﬁndings in the ﬁelds of neuroscience,
computational neuroscience and psychoacoustics and provides a means to extract the
perceptually important characteristics of sounds.
1.7.1 Scientiﬁc publications
The following scientiﬁc papers include the major ﬁndings of this research:
— M. Adeli, J. Rouat and S. Molotchnikoﬀ, "Audiovisual correspondence between
musical timbre and visual shapes", Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, 8:352, May,
2014 (chapter 3).
— M. Adeli, J. Rouat, S. Wood, S. Molotchnikoﬀ, and E. Plourde, "A ﬂexible bio-
inspiredhierarchicalmodel for analyzingmusical timbre", submitted to the IEEE/ACM
Transactions on Audio, Speech and Language Processing, August, 2015 (chapter
4).
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— M.Adeli, J. Rouat and S.Molotchnikoﬀ, "On the importance of the correspondence
between shape and timbre", the 20th International Conference onAuditoryDisplay
(ICAD), June 22––25, 2014, New York, USA.
1.8 Structure of this document
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: in chapter 2, some properties of the
auditory system are explained, the main characteristics of sounds and color are pre-
sented, and some of the known features of sounds are reviewed. Chapter 3 is devoted
to crossmodal correspondences and the audiovisual experiment that was conducted to
ﬁnd the consistent associations between musical timbre and visual shapes. In chapter 4,
a bio-inspired framework for analyzing sounds and extracting their important features
is proposed. The results of the tests conducted on the model are also presented. In
chapter 5, the results are summarized and discussed, and the future work is presented.
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2.1 Introduction
Investigation of auditory to visual substitution systems involves 1) the identiﬁcation of
the important features of sounds and visual objects, 2) obtaining the correspondences
between the auditory and visual features, 3) extraction of auditory features using bio-
inspired systems, and 4) encoding auditory features into visual features. These issues
are further discussed int this chapter.
This chapter starts with a review of the peripheral auditory system, some of its func-
tions, and current techniques that are used to simulate these functions. The important
characteristics of sounds and visual objects (inputs and outputs of an AV substitution
system) are then discussed. In the end, synesthesia is introduced and studies that have
shown that normal people can make synesthesia-like associations between auditory
and visual features are reviewed. All the concepts presented in this chapter are useful
in chapters 3 and 4 to ﬁnd the audiovisual equivalences and develop a bio-inspired
framework for analyzing sounds and extracting the audio features.
2.2 The peripheral auditory system
The peripheral auditory system transduces the mechanical sound waves into electrical
neural impulses. As shown in Figure 2.1, it consists of the outer ears, themiddle ears, the
inner ears, hair cells, and the auditory nerves. These components are brieﬂy explained
below.
The outer ear includes the pinna and the ear canal (Figure 2.1). It transfers the sound
waves to the eardrum. It ampliﬁes (in a nonlinear way) the sound pressure at the
eardrum, especially the frequency components in the range of 2 kHz to 7 kHz [Pickles,
2008]. The outer ears along with the transfer function of the head contribute to the
localization of sound sources.
The middle ear is an air-ﬁlled channel where eardrum vibrations that are caused by
the sound waves are transfered to the cochlea via three tiny bones: malleus, incus,
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Figure 2.1 The peripheral auditory system: it consists of the outer ear (the
pinna and the auditory canal), the middle ear (the eardrum and three tiny
bones: malleus, incus, and stapes), and the inner ear (the semicircular canals
and the cochlea). Adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
Image:HumanEar.jpg.
and stapes (Figure 2.1) [Pickles, 2008]. As a matter of fact, it performs an impedance
matching between the low impedance of the air (in the environment) and the higher
impedance of the cochlear ﬂuids.
The inner ear can be considered as two organs: the semicircular canals and the cochlea
(Figure 2.1) [Pickles, 2008]. Only the cochlea is involved in audition. The cochlea is a
snail-shaped organ which converts sound pressure vibrations from the oval window
into electrical impulses which are transmitted to the brain via the auditory nerve. The
cochlea performs a spectral decomposition on the input signal, where diﬀerent fre-
quency components of the signal are separated. This spectral analysis task is achieved
by the basilarmembrane, amembrane that divides the cochlea into twoparts. As shown
in Figure 2.2, any location on the basilarmembrane has a speciﬁc characteristic (best) fre-
quency, i.e. the frequency that causes the maximum vibration at that particular location.
The regions near the base of the cochlea have high characteristic frequencies whereas
the regions near the apex have low characteristic frequencies. In addition, frequency
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Figure 2.2 The uncoiled cochlea: any location on the basilar membrane
has a distinct characteristic (best) frequency at which it vibrates maximally.
The regions near the base of the cochlea respond best to high frequencies
whereas those near the apex respond best to low frequencies. The cochlea
decomposes a signal into its frequency components.
perception is nonlinear. The frequency resolution is very high for low frequencies but
decreases with frequency.
The basilar membrane vibrations are captured and converted to action potentials by
the inner hair cells (IHCs). The action potentials are transfered to the brain via the
aﬀerent auditory nerve ﬁbers that are connected to the IHCs. It is known that the IHCs
respond to the time waveform of low-frequency signals whereas they respond to the
waveform envelope of high-frequency signals [Palmer and Russell, 1986]. The outer
hair cells, which receive their inputs from the basilar membrane and the eﬀerent nerve
ﬁbers originating from the brain, are responsible for intensity dynamic-range control
and sharpening the frequency selectivity of the cochlea.
2.2.1 Simulation of the peripheral auditory system
In audio processing algorithms, it is often necessary to process signals using an approx-
imation of the peripheral auditory system. The outer ears are approximately simulated
as head-related transfer functions (HRTFs), which are measured using a dummy head
[Gardner and Martin, 1994]. The middle ear can be modeled with a bandpass ﬁlter
though it is often ignored. A ﬁlter bank is usually used to simulate the cochlea. This
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ﬁlter bank is often referred to as the cochlear ﬁlter bank. The cochlear ﬁlter bank
decomposes a signal into a set of narrow-band signals. Some of the ﬁlter banks that
have been used to simulate the cochlea include the Gammatone ﬁlter bank [Patterson
and Holdsworth, 1996] and constant-Q bandpass ﬁlter banks [Patil et al., 2012]. Inner
hair cells are often simulated with a halfwave rectiﬁer followed by a lowpass ﬁlter or
alternatively with the Hilbert transform [Heckmann et al., 2011; Rouat et al., 2011]. The
signal compression that is observed in the inner hair cells and the auditory nerves is
usually simulated with the logarithmic or square root compressor.
In chapter 4, the outer and middle ears are not modeled as sound localization is not
investigated in this project. The cochlear ﬁlter bank is built with Gaussian windows
that span the frequency domain. The Hilbert transform is used to extract the envelope
of the narrow-band signals after the cochlear ﬁlter bank and the square root function is
used to compress the extracted envelopes.
2.3 Sounds
Sounds constitute the inputs of auditory to visual substitution systems. Therefore,
the purpose of this section is to present their fundamental properties. In real-world
situations, sounds are produced by many sources. However, in general, they have three
basic characteristics: pitch , loudness, and timbre. These characteristics as well as the
amplitudemodulations which exist inmost natural sounds are described in this section.
At the end of this section, some of the known features of sounds that have been used in
diﬀerent contexts are also introduced.
2.3.1 Pitch
Pitch is the characteristic of sound that lets us classify sounds as higher or lower on a
frequency related scale [Houtsma, 1997; Sonn, 1973]. It is common practice to consider
pitch as the fundamental frequency of periodic or pseudo-periodic sounds, but in fact
these two are not the same. Pitch is actually the ear’s response to the fundamental
frequency [Houtsma, 1997].
Pitch perception is believed to operate by the place theory [Mather, 2006; Moore, 2003].
According to the place theory, the maximum excitation of a given position along the
basilar membrane is caused by a speciﬁc frequency (Figure 2.2). Therefore, pitch is
encoded in the position along the membrane where the hair cells are stimulated.
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The timing theory is an alternative to the place theory. The timing theory states that
sound perception depends on the temporal patterns with which neurons discharge in
response to a stimulus. Therefore, the pitch of the stimulus is determined by the periods
of neuronal ﬁring patterns [Mather, 2006; Moore, 2003].
Some studies have considered pitch as a two dimensional feature [Giannakis, 2006a;
Müller et al., 2011; Shepard, 1999]. The ﬁrst dimension is the pitch height while the
second one is Chroma (or pitch class). The pitch height determines the octave. Each
octave is usually divided into equal intervals. For instance, in western music, a given
octave is divided into 12 equal intervals. Therefore, each pitch belongs to only one of
these 12 classes [Giannakis, 2006a; Müller et al., 2011; Shepard, 1999].
2.3.2 Loudness
Loudness is that “intensive attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which sounds
may be ordered on a scale extending from soft to loud” [Sonn, 1973]. In other words,
loudness is the ear’s response to the objective quantity intensity. However, loudness
depends on other parameters such as frequency and duration, too [Plack and Carlyon,
1995]. The ear’s response to intensity is a logarithmic relationship [Fletcher, 1933]. For
instance, if the intensity of a sound is increased by a factor of ten, it is perceived as twice
as loud. This is probably because doubling the energy of a stimulus does not double
the ﬁring rate of the auditory neurons because of their saturation eﬀects. Loudness
can be estimated by ﬁrst computing the speciﬁc loudnesses of frequency bands such
as equivalent rectangular bandwidths (ERBs) and then adding them together [Moore
et al., 1997].
2.3.3 Timbre
Timbre (also known as sound quality or color) is a multi-dimensional attribute of
sound that reveals the aspects of sounds that are not conveyed by pitch and loudness
[McAdams, 1999; Sonn, 1973]. For instance, the sounds of a violin and a ﬂute, even
if identical in pitch and loudness, are distinguishable due to their diﬀerent timbres.
Timbre is a very important perceptual feature and has been the subject of many studies.
These studies as well as timbre dimensions and applications are presented in chapter 4.
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2.3.4 Amplitude modulations
Amplitude modulations (AMs) are an important temporal feature of most natural
sounds such as speech, animal vocalizations and music [Nelken et al., 1999]. Am-
plitude modulations play important roles in many perceptual tasks. For instance, low
frequency (<4 Hz) amplitude modulations are believed to include important segmental
features for processing sounds such as human speech and animal vocalizations [Plomp,
1983; Schroeder, 1981].
The auditory system is sensitive to temporal attributes of sounds especially temporal
ﬁne structure (rapid oscillations of the sounds) and envelope [Drullman, 1996; Zhou
and Wang, 2010]. When the signal x(t) is processed by the cochlea, a set of narrow-band
signals are extracted on diﬀerent locations of the basilar membrane. The narrow-band
signal xi(t) can be approximated as follows:
xi(t) = ei(t)ht f s,i(t) (2.1)
where the envelope ei(t) includes the amplitude modulations of xi(t) and ht f s,i(t) repre-
sents the temporal ﬁne structure of this narrow-band signal. Amplitude modulations
are used in chapter 4 to extract the global temporal envelope and roughness of a sound.
2.4 Feature extraction from sounds
The goal of feature extraction is to represent signals with a smaller number of coeﬃ-
cients to reduce the computational power especially when a large set of data should be
processed. As stated in subsection 1.6.1, lots of features can be extracted from audio
signals to describe the abovementioned properties of sounds. These features usually
include three classes: spectral, temporal, and spectrotemporal features. Some of the
known features are reviewed in this subsection, however the goal is not to give a thor-
ough review. A more complete review of these features and the extraction methods can
be found in [Peeters et al., 2011; Zhang and Ras, 2007].
2.4.1 Spectral features
The spectrum of a signal is computed by the Fourier Transform. The frequency compo-
nents of a signal are often represented by peaks at diﬀerent frequencies in themagnitude
spectrum. Many features can be computed from the spectrum of a signal. Some of the
spectral features are the following:
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• Spectral centroid: the center of mass of the spectrum (a measure of brightness).
• Spectral spread: the spread of the spectrum around its center of mass.
• Spectral skewness: a measure of asymmetry of the spectrum around its center of
mass.
• Spectral ﬂatness: the ratio of the geometric mean of the power spectrum to its
arithmetic mean. It varies between 0 (harmonic signals) and 1 (noise) [Peeters
et al., 2011].
• Fundamental frequency (F0): the lowest frequency of a periodic signal, the integer
multiples of which constitute the harmonics of that signal.
• Formants: the resonance frequencies of the vocal tract or musical instruments.
• Mel-frequency cepstral coeﬃcients (MFCCs): the short-term features that are
extracted from a cepstral representation and widely used in automatic speech
recognition systems [Muda et al., 2010].
2.4.2 Temporal features
The energy of a sound is deﬁned as the sum of square of its sample values. It can be
computed for short or long windows of time, depending on the application. The time-
variations of the sound energy are encoded in temporal features. Some of the common
temporal features are the following:
• Temporal envelope: it can generally be divided into 4 segments (Figure 2.3) [Kim
et al., 2005; Peeters et al., 2011]:
i Attack: the part of the envelope from zero to its initial maximum.
ii Decay: the part of the envelope from its maximum to a second level which is
called sustain.
iii Sustain: the part of the envelope that remains almost unchanged after the
decay phase.
iv Release: the part of the envelope that decreases from sustain to zero.
• Temporal centroid: the center of mass of the temporal envelope [Kim et al., 2005;
Peeters et al., 2011].
• Autocorrelation: the correlation of a signalwith itself which provides information
about periodic patterns in complex signals [Gerhard, 2003].
• Zero-crossing rate: the number of times a signal crosses the time axis within a
speciﬁc time window [Peeters et al., 2011].
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Figure 2.3 ADSRenvelope: the envelopeof amusic signal generally consists
of four segments: attack, decay, sustain, and release.
• Eﬀective duration: the duration of time for which the energy envelope is above a
given threshold [Peeters et al., 2011].
2.4.3 Spectrotemporal features
The spectrotemporal features represent the variations of the spectral content of a signal
over time. Some of the spectrotemporal features are the following:
• Spectral ﬂux: a feature that shows how quickly the spectrum of a signal changes
with time [Dixon, 2006].
• Fluctuation strength: a sensation that is caused by the amplitude modulations up
to 30 Hz [Fastl and Zwicker, 2007].
• Roughness: a sensation that is caused by the amplitude modulations in the range
of 30 − 200 Hz [De Baene et al., 2004; Fastl and Zwicker, 2007].
2.5 Features of visual objects
The outputs of AV substitution systems consist of visual stimuli. The perceptually
important features of visual objects include colors, edges and their orientations, corners,
textures, and shapes.
2.5.1 Characteristics of color
Hue, saturation and value are the main attributes of color. Hue is the color family or
color name. There are four unique hues: blue, red, green, and yellow. Other hues are
deﬁned with respect to the unique hues. These unique hues are the colors of the visual
stimuli used in the audiovisual experiment that is presented in chapter 3.
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Saturation is ameasure of the purity of a color or howsharp or dull the color looks. Value
(aka luminance and brightness) is a property that represents the subjective brightness
of a color.
2.6 Audiovisual correspondences
An auditory to visual substitution system converts auditory objects into visual objects
by encoding auditory features into visual features. Success of such systems depends on
ﬁnding the visual correlates of sound characteristics. Therefore, part of this researchwas
devoted to the investigation of audiovisual correspondences. Sir Isaac Newton is one of
the ﬁrst scientistswho believed thatmusical keys and color shared common frequencies.
He matched the seven discrete notes of an octave to the seven light colors that he had
discovered. Though it is possible to ﬁnd other similar associations between visual and
auditory cues, the audiovisual correspondences that are sought in this research are
inspired by synesthesia.
2.6.1 Synesthesia
Synesthesia is a state in which some people can involuntarily make cross-modal asso-
ciations. For instance, Denis Simon explained her involuntary audiovisual experiences
as follows [Cytowic and Eagleman, 2009]:
“When I listen to music, I see the shapes on an externalized area about
12 inches in front of my face and about one foot high onto which the music
is visually projected. Sounds are most easily likened to oscilloscope conﬁg-
urations–lines moving in color, often metallic with height, width and, most
importantly, depth. My favorite music has lines that extend horizontally
beyond the screen area”.
Cytowic [Cytowic, 1995] estimated that almost 1 out of 25000 Americans experiences
synesthesia, whereas Baron-Cohen [Baron-Cohen et al., 1996] estimated that 1 out of
2000 people in the UK has synesthetic experiences. Both researchers have found that
most of these people are predominantly female and/or left-handed.
Types of synesthesia
A speciﬁc type of synesthesia is usually referred to as “x→y synesthesia” in which
modality x causes some sensation inmodality y [Cytowic andEagleman, 2009;Hubbard,
2007]. Many types of synesthesia (such as tastes inducedbywords or sensations induced
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in the body by sounds) are already known [Heer, 2000; Hubbard, 2007]. However, only
the following are relevant to auditory to visual substitution systems:
1. Sound→vision: sounds and music create sensations of colors, lines, or shapes.
2. Vision→sound: visual objects create auditory sensations.
2.6.2 Can normal people make synesthesia-like associations be-
tween auditory and visual stimuli?
Drugs such as LSD have been reported to create temporarily synesthetic sensations in
patients [Studerus et al., 2011; Vollenweider, 2001; Wittmann et al., 2007]. These sen-
sations are not considered synesthesia as genuine synesthesia is passive, involuntary,
consistent, and memorable [Cytowic, 1995, 2002]. Apart from the drug-induced and
genuine synesthesia, experiments have demonstrated that normal people can consis-
tently associate auditory and visual stimuli.
In Marks’ experiments [Marks, 1974, 1987, 2004], a visual stimulus was presented to the
subjects each time and they were asked to adjust the amplitude and frequency of an
auditory tone so that it best matched the visual stimulus. Subjects were able to make
associations between auditory pitch and light intensity as well as auditory loudness
and light intensity.
In Hubbard’s experiments [Hubbard, 1996], subjects were presented with visual light-
ness as target stimuli varying in luminance, andwith auditory pure tone stimuli varying
in frequency. Subjects were required to decide how well the visual and auditory stimuli
ﬁt together. Results revealed an association between light intensity and auditory pitch.
Lighter visual stimuli ﬁtted higher auditory pitches, whereas darker visual stimuli ﬁtted
lower auditory pitches.
The relations between color dimensions (hue, saturation and value) and auditory tone
dimensions (pitch and loudness) were also investigated in [Giannakis and Smith, 2001].
In those experiments, visual stimuli consisted of 216 squares. Each square was diﬀerent
fromothers in hue, saturation or value. Auditory stimuli consisted of pure tones varying
in pitch and loudness. Twenty four subjects had to match each auditory stimulus with
a visual one. Finally, quiet tones were associated with low levels of saturation while
louder tones with increasing levels of saturation. Furthermore, low-pitched tones
evoked dark color selections while high-pitched tones were associated with lighter
colors. Hue was not found to have any immediate association with pitch or loudness
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[Giannakis and Smith, 2001]. This was in consistence with Bernstein’s results where no
relation between hue and tone frequency was observed [Bernstein and Edelstein, 1971].
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, the peripheral auditory system and some of its functions as well as the
characteristics of sounds and visual objects, were reviewed. In the end, synesthesia
was introduced and some studies that have revealed normal people’s capacity to make
associations between auditory and visual features were also presented. In chapter 3,
the audiovisual correspondence between timbre and visual shapes is investigated. It is
shown that people can consistently associate timbre with visual shapes. This provides
a good solution for audiovisual mappings in auditory to visual substitution systems.
In chapter 4, a bio-inspired framework for extracting timbral features is presented. The
visual outputs (shapes) of an auditory to visual substitution system can be generated
from and controlled by these timbral features.
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AUDIOVISUAL CORRESPONDENCES
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Résumé français:
Cet article examine les correspondances intermodales entre le timbre musical et des
formes visuelles. Auparavant, des caractéristiques telles que l’intensité sonore, la
fréquence fondamentale, l’intensité lumineuse, la taille visuelle, et les caractéristiques
de couleur ont surtout été utilisées dans les études de correspondances audiovisuelles.
En outre, dans la plupart des études, des stimuli basés sur des sons simples ont été
utilisés. Dans cette expérience, 23 sons musicaux variant en fréquence fondamentale
et en timbre, mais ﬁxés en intensité ont été utilisés. Chaque son a été présenté une
fois simultanément avec des formes colorées et une autre fois simultanément avec des
formes en niveaux de gris. On a demandé aux sujets de choisir l’équivalent visuel
préféré d’un son donné, soit sa forme, sa couleur (ou niveau de gris) et sa position
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verticale. Ce scénario a permis d’étudier des associations entre le timbre normalisé et
des formes visuelles pour des stimuli plus complexes que ce qui avait été étudié dans la
littérature. Cent dix-neuf sujets (31 femmes et 88 hommes) ont participé à l’expérience
en ligne. Il y avait 36 musiciens déclarés professionnels, 47 musiciens déclarés amateurs
et 36 non-musiciens. Trente et un sujets ont également aﬃrmé avoir des expériences
audiovisuelles synesthésiques. Une forte corrélation entre le timbre des sons utilisés
et des formes visuelles a été observée. Les sujets ont fortement associé des timbres
“doux” avec des formes arrondies bleues, vertes ou gris clair, des timbres “durs” avec
des formes angulaires pointues rouges, jaunes ou gris foncé et des timbres comportant
simultanément des éléments de douceur et de dureté avec un mélange des deux formes
visuelles arrondies et angulaires. La couleur et le niveau de gris n’ont eu aucun eﬀet
sur les associations entre timbres et formes. La fréquence fondamentale n’a pas été
associée à la position verticale, ni le niveau de gris ou la couleur. La correspondance
signiﬁcative entre le timbre et la forme visuelle révélée par cette expérience permet de
concevoir des systèmes de substitution sensorielle qui pourraient aider des aveugles à
percevoir des formes visuelles à travers le timbre ou à des sourds à percevoir le timbre
d’un son de façon visuelle.
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3.2 Audiovisual correspondence between musical tim-
bre and visual shapes
3.2.1 Abstract
This article investigates the cross-modal correspondences between musical timbre and
shapes. Previously, such features as pitch, loudness, light intensity, visual size, and
color characteristics have mostly been used in studies of audio-visual correspondences.
Moreover, in most studies, simple stimuli e.g. simple tones have been utilized. In this
experiment, 23 musical sounds varying in fundamental frequency and timbre but ﬁxed
in loudness were used. Each sound was presented once against colored shapes and
once against grayscale shapes. Subjects had to select the visual equivalent of a given
sound i.e. its shape, color (or grayscale) and vertical position. This scenario permitted
studying the associations between normalized timbre and visual shapes as well as
some of the previous ﬁndings for more complex stimuli. One hundred and nineteen
subjects (31 females and 88 males) participated in the online experiment. Subjects
included 36 claimed professional musicians, 47 claimed amateur musicians and 36
claimed non-musicians. Thirty-one subjects have also claimed to have synesthesia-like
experiences. A strong association between timbre of envelope normalized sounds and
visual shapes was observed. Subjects have strongly associated soft timbres with blue,
green or light gray rounded shapes, harsh timbres with red, yellow or dark gray sharp
angular shapes and timbres having elements of softness and harshness together with a
mixture of the two previous shapes. Color or grayscale had no eﬀect on timbre-shape
associations. Fundamental frequencywas not associatedwith height, grayscale or color.
The signiﬁcant correspondence between timbre and shape revealed by the present work
allows designing substitution systems which might help the blind to perceive shapes
through timbre.
Keywords: Sensory substitution, Audiovisual correspondences, Timbre, Pitch, Shapes,
Color, Synesthesia.
3.3 Introduction
The aim of this work is to investigate correspondences between musical timbre and
shapes. This investigation rests on the assumption that there are perceptual corre-
spondences between auditory and visual modalities. This assumption is supported by
the common properties of sound and light [Caivano, 1994] and studies of synesthesia
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which have found evidence of these correspondences. Synesthesia is a condition in
which physical stimulation of a sensory system gives rise to automatic and involuntary
perception of a diﬀerent stimulus modality [Cytowic, 1995; Cytowic and Eagleman,
2009; Heer, 2000; Hubbard, 2007]. Those who experience synesthesia are called synes-
thetes. Experiments have revealed that non-synesthetes can similarly match auditory
features (e.g. pitch and loudness) with visual features (e.g. light intensity, size and
elevation). For instance, non-synesthetes have been able to associate auditory loud-
ness with light intensity (louder auditory tones with higher light intensities) [Marks,
1974, 1987] and color saturation (louder auditory tones with higher color saturations)
[Giannakis and Smith, 2001], auditory pitch with visual shape (lower auditory pitches
with curvy shapes and higher auditory pitches with sharp angular shapes) [Melara and
O’Brien, 1987], visual size (higher auditory pitches with smaller sizes) [Evans and Treis-
man, 2010; Mondloch and Maurer, 2004; Parise and Spence, 2008, 2009, 2012; Walker
and Smith, 1985], light intensity (higher auditory pitches with higher light intensities)
[Bernstein and Edelstein, 1971; Collier and Hubbard, 2001; Hubbard, 1996; Marks, 1974,
1987, 2004; Melara, 1989], and elevation (higher auditory pitches with higher visual
elevations) [Ben-Artzi and Marks, 1995; Chiou and Rich, 2012; Eitan and Timmers,
2010; Evans and Treisman, 2010; Gallace and Spence, 2006; Melara and O’Brien, 1987;
Patching and Quinlan, 2002; Rusconi et al., 2006].
Unfortunately only few researchers have studied the relation between timbre and visual
cues. In some experiments not aimed at studying timbre directly, subjects selected a
curvy shape for nonsense word "Baluba" or "Bouba" and a sharp jagged shape for
nonsense word "Takete" or "Kiki" [Köhler, 1970; Maurer et al., 2006; Parise and Spence,
2012; Ramachandran andHubbard, 2001]. In addition, in [Parise and Spence, 2012], sine
waves were also associated with the curvy shape while square waves were associated
with the jagged one. In another study, participants reliably correlated visual texture
contrast with sound brightness, visual texture periodicity with auditory dissonance,
and visual texture coarseness and granularity with sound compactness [Giannakis,
2006b]. In [Fernay et al., 2012], a synesthete and 10 control subjects were asked to draw
a shape for each sound and determine two colors as well as a vertical and a horizontal
position for it. Sounds included 4 English vowels which had been manipulated in Praat
software [Boersma and vanHeuven, 2001]. For both the synesthete and control subjects,
vertical position and color brightness increased with auditory pitch and the speaker’s
gender determined the size of the shape (larger shapes for male voice). However, the
synesthete’s responses were more consistent over time [Fernay et al., 2012].
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The audio-visual correspondences can play a key role in the development of more ef-
ﬁcient auditory-visual substitution systems and interactive musical interfaces. Some
people including Louis-Bertrand Castel have designed ocular harpsichords or color
organs to play color music [Franssen, 1991; Orlandatou, 2009; Peacock, 1988]. Abbado
created an audio-visual piece of music called "Dynamics" in which he had made good
use of musical timbre to enhance the process of composition [Abbado, 1988]. Some ap-
plications which have taken advantage of audio-visual correspondences include Sound
Mosaics designed for sound synthesis [Giannakis, 2006a], an intuitive interactive inter-
face for visual representation of sounds [Grill and Flexer, 2012] and a 3D immersive
system for representation and manipulation of musical processes [Berthaut et al., 2010,
2011].
While reviewed studies have revealed non-synesthetes’ ability to make audio-visual
associations and found some correspondences between auditory and visual features,
auditory stimuli in most of these studies have been limited to simple synthetic tones.
Since less salient features of complex soundsmight be dominated by salient features, the
question then arises: are these correspondences also valid formore complex sounds (e.g.
music)? More importantly, hypothetically possible associations between shapes and
timbres, which are sophisticated features of visual objects and sounds, have not received
enough attention yet and therefore should be subject of more investigation. To address
these issues, we conducted an experiment in which the windowed sounds of eight
musical instruments equalized in energy were used as auditory stimuli. This allowed
us to investigate associations between two important features of music i.e. pitch and
normalized timbre and visual features i.e. shapes, colors, grayscales and height (vertical
position of a visual stimulus above a given level). The objectives of the experiment were
multifold. First and foremost, we could study the potential associations between timbre
and visual shapes and observe how they might be aﬀected by auditory pitch and color
(gray scale) if such associations indeed existed. Secondly, we could examine some of
the previous ﬁndings, i.e. associations between pitch and elevation, pitch and color
intensity, pitch and hue in the context of more complex auditory stimuli. Another
important goal of this investigation was to design the experiment protocol in such a
way that results could be quantiﬁable and applicable in an auditory visual substitution
system.
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3.4 Materials & methods
3.4.1 Subjects
One hundred and nineteen subjects (31 females and 88 males) participated in the exper-
iment. All subjects did the experiments online (http://audio-visual-experiment.
espaceweb.usherbrooke.ca). In the beginning theyhad toﬁll in a questionnaire includ-
ing questions about their synesthetic experiences (if any), music training background,
age, sex, and native language. According to the information provided by the subjects,
they were from 19 to 63 years old (mean = 30, SD = 10). Thirty-one subjects have
claimed to see things which are not there when they hear sounds or vice versa. This
can be considered a kind of synesthesia-like or audio-visual experience but should not
be generalized to synesthesia due to lack of evidence. Thirty-six subjects had little or
no music training, 47 were amateur musicians and 36 were professionals. All subjects
reported that they had normal (or corrected to normal) vision and hearing. On av-
erage the experiment lasted 8.2 minutes (SD = 2.8). The subjects, who were mostly
from academia, participated in the experiment voluntarily and were not in contact with
authors.
3.4.2 Auditory and visual stimuli
This researchutilized theRWCMusicDatabase (Musical Instrument Sound) [Goto, 2004;
Goto et al., 2003]. All sounds in this database are sampled at 44.1 KHz. We selected 8
musical instruments i.e. electric piano, marimba, classic guitar, cello, tenor sax, triangle,
crash cymbals and gong (RWC-MDB-I-2001 No. 02, No. 05, No. 09, No. 17, No. 27,
No. 41, No. 41, No. 44). For the ﬁrst 5 instruments, 4 diﬀerent fundamental frequencies
(100, 150, 200, 250 Hz) were selected and used. A one-second segment of these sounds
was windowed by a Hann window (in MATLAB) such that the sounds produced by 5
diﬀerent instruments still shared the same normalized temporal envelope (see Figure
3.1 for an example). Thus listeners could not make their decisions based on the true
onsets and oﬀsets of the sounds i.e. they could not use the full range of musical timbre,
making the distinction more diﬃcult. However, sounds of percussive instruments i.e.
triangle, crash cymbals and gong were not windowed. So the total number of sounds
was 3 instruments + 5 instruments ∗ 4 f undamentals = 23. The auditory stimuli were all
equalized in energy and randomly presented twice to the subjects.
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Figure 3.1 Thewaveformof the soundderived from cellowith fundamental
frequency of 100 Hz (a) before and (b) after having been manipulated with a
Hannwindow. TheHannwindow is a bell-shapedweighting functionwhich
makes the sound’s onset and oﬀset symmetrical. However the harmonic
structure of the sound is preserved.
Visual stimuli included 12 colored or grayscale shapes, that is, 3 shapes which appeared
in 4 colors (blue, green, red and yellow) or in 4 grayscales (0 (black), 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9
(lightest scale)) on the screen (see Figure 3.2 for an example). On each page, shapeswere
either colored or grayscale. Each row of shapes had a diﬀerent color (or grayscale) but
this color (or grayscale) varied randomly across pages. Colored and grayscale pages
were also presented in randomized order. Each sound was presented once against col-
ored shapes (blue-green-red-yellow) and once against grayscale shapes. The reason for
using both color and grayscale was to observe their eﬀect on potential correspondences
between timbre and shapes. Thus, the auditory stimuli varied in two features i.e. timbre
and fundamental frequency while visual stimuli varied in shape, color, grayscale and
height (each row of shapes had a diﬀerent height).
3.4.3 Procedure
A web interface was designed to run the experiment. A typical page of this interface is
shown in Figure 3.2. All subjects did the experiment online. No training was provided
to the subjects to make the experiment more spontaneous and natural. They had no
prior information about the experiment, the auditory andvisual stimuli, and the goals of
the experiment. First they were required to provide some personal information. Next,
on each page, they were randomly presented with 12 visual stimuli and one auditory
stimulus. Subjects had to play the sound (by pressing a button) and then choose a visual
stimulus that they thought ﬁtted the sound best. There were 46 auditory stimuli (23
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Figure 3.2 The web interface designed for the experiment: each page in-
cludes 12 visual stimuli i.e. 3 shapes by either 4 colors (blue, green, red and
yellow) or 4 grayscales (0 (black), 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9). Each row has a diﬀerent
color (grayscale) which changes randomly. Subjects had to play the sound
and select its visual equivalent. Whenever needed in this article, labels S1,
S2 and S3 are used to refer to the three shapes.
sounds each of which was presented twice) for which subjects had to determine their
equivalent visual representation.
As stated in section 3.4.1, there existed a great variability among subjects in terms of gen-
der, music training and synesthesia-like experiences. The last two factors were judged
by the subjects themselves and thus we had no evidence to what extent these judgments
had been objective. Therefore, instead of considering diﬀerent groups of subjects (e.g.
musicians, non-musicians, synesthetes, non-synesthetes, males and females), a cluster-
ing algorithm was used to ﬁnd potential groups of subjects based on the similarity of
their responses. This algorithm was Density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise (DBSCAN) [Ester et al., 1996] which is described in the next section. In addition, to
investigate the homogeneity of shape selections across age groups, three groups were
selected and studied. The results are presented in section 3.5.2.
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3.4.4 Clustering using DBSCAN
The goal of the clustering was to search for potential groups of subjects who might
have followed a similar strategy in the choice of shapes for all sounds i.e. for which
the within group distance was smaller than the between group distances. A measure
of distance between subjects i and j was deﬁned as:
Di, j = N −
N∑
n=1
δ[|Si(n) − Sj(n)|2] (3.1)
where N is 46 (twice the number of sounds), δ[·] is the Kronecker’s delta, and Si(n) and
Sj(n) are the shapes selected for sound n by subjects i and j, respectively. If subjects
i and j had chosen the same shape for sound n, |Si(n) − Sj(n)| would have been set
equal to zero and otherwise to 1. Consequently the distance measure varied from 0 (all
responses exactly the same) to 46 (all responses diﬀerent).
DBSCAN required, in the ﬁrst place, the minimum number of subjects min_num of a
cluster and the radius ε of a neighborhood to be determined [Ester et al., 1996]. Then
subject kwas chosen randomly. If thenumber of people in the subject’s ′′ε−neighborhood′′
(a neighborhood of radius ε centered on the subject) was less than min_num, the subject
was considered as noise otherwise a clusterwas built. In the next step, DBSCAN tried to
extend the found cluster by examining the cluster members. For each cluster member,
an ε − neighborhood was built and if the number of subjects in it was greater than or
equal to min_num, all members of this neighborhood were added to the cluster. This
process continued until all subjects were examined.
In our analysis, min_num and ε were 5 and 7, respectively. Therefore, to ﬁnd a cluster,
there had to be at least ﬁve subjects in it and subjects belonging to an ε − neighborhood
of this cluster could have at most 7 diﬀerent answers (∼ 15%).
3.4.5 Statistical analyses
Fisher’s exact tests have been conducted in section 3.5.2 to test the hypothesis of no asso-
ciation between age and shape selection strategy. In sections 3.5.3, 3.5.5, 3.5.6, 3.5.7 and
3.5.9, Chi-squared goodness of ﬁt tests have been used to examine whether shape, color,
grayscale and height selections have arisen by chance. In section 3.5.4, Stuart-Maxwell’s
Chi-squared test have been performed to investigate the marginal homogeneity of col-
ored and grayscale shape selections at a given fundamental frequency. In section 3.5.8,
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McNemar’s Chi-squared tests have been used to examine if the distribution of dark
and light grayscale selections were independent of fundamental frequency. In sections
3.5.4, 3.5.6 and 3.5.8, the conﬁdence interval for the diﬀerence between proportions P1
and P2 from a multinomial distribution have been calculated by:
DIFF(P1,P2) = P1 − P2 ± Zα
√
P1 + P2 − (P1 − P2)2
N
(3.2)
Where N (number of subjects) is 119, α is the Bonferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level and
Zα is its corresponding Z-score. The experiment wide signiﬁcance level α¯ is 0.05 while
in a set of m tests, signiﬁcance level (per test) α is equal to α¯m .
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Clusters found by DBSCAN
DBSCAN found only one cluster of 103 subjects and considered 16 subjects as noise.
These 16 subjects were in no other way diﬀerent from the found cluster, that is to say,
the distributions of females, males, musicians, non-musicians, synesthetes and non-
synesthetes among themwere approximately the same as those of the found cluster. The
only certain thing about them is that their answers were very diﬀerent from the found
cluster. The fact that only one cluster was found implies that gender, music training
and claimed synesthetic experiences have not played a signiﬁcant role in audio-visual
associations in our experiment. For the rest of this paper, the results for all subjects
(119) are presented.
3.5.2 Shape selections across age groups
To examine the eﬀect of age on shape selections, subjects were divided into 3 groups.
First group consisted of 79 subjects (19 to 30 years old) while the second and third
groups consisted of 29 subjects (31 to 45 years old) and 11 subjects (46 to 63 years
old), respectively. In order to compare a group with another, 23 Fisher’s exact tests
were performed (one per sound). To achieve an experiment-wide signiﬁcance level
of α¯ = 0.05, Bonferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level of α = α¯23 = 0.00217 was used per
test. No signiﬁcant diﬀerence between these age groups was found. For all sounds
p >= 0.004, χ2 < 9.83. This suggests that age has not had an eﬀect on shape selections.
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Table 3.1 Shape selections for timbre: the colored and grayscale shapes
selected for each sound are shown in this table. CMC and CMG are two
conﬁdence measures which show what percentages of subjects agreed on the
selected shape in cases of colored and gray scale shapes. Symbols , and
 represent shapes S1, S2, and S3 in Figure 3.2. Shape selection strategy has
changed with timbre (see statistics in text). Chance level is 33%. Sounds of
the ﬁrst 5 instruments were pre-processed by a Hann window.
Fundamental Frequency F0 (Hz)
100 150 200 250 No F0
shape CMC CMG shape CMC CMG shape CMC CMG shape CMC CMG shape CMC CMG
Instrument (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
CELLO   50 52   77 63  63 58  61 62 – – –
GUITAR   64 61   76 73  55 51  55 53 – – –
PIANO   61 79   73 73   71 71   50 51 – – –
MARIMBA   56 53   82 71   81 76   75 71 – – –
SAX  59 59  72 66  69 64  62 70 – – –
TRIANGLE – – – – – – – – – – – –   89 94
CARSH CYMBALS – – – – – – – – – – – –   92 85
GONG – – – – – – – – – – – –   73 87
3.5.3 The relationship between timbre and shapes
Chi-squared goodness of ﬁt tests were conducted to determine whether shapes had
been selected randomly for the 23 stimuli. Bonferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level of
α = 0.0523 = 0.00217 was used per test (as explained above). Shape selection was very
unlikely to have arisen by chance: for all sounds χ2(2,N = 119) >= 32.89, p < 0.000001;
for instance for cello at 100 Hz, χ2(2,N = 119) = 53.76, p < 0.000001 and for piano at
250 Hz, χ2(2,N = 119) = 41.16, p < 0.000001. Shape selection strategy has therefore
diﬀered with timbre. Table 3.1 shows the mostly selected shapes for all timbres. In this
table, CMC (Conﬁdence Measure for Colored shapes) and CMG (Conﬁdence Measure
for Grayscale shapes) show what percentage of subjects have agreed on the selected
shape. For instance, a rounded shape has been associated with the sound derived from
piano at 100 Hz but this association is stronger for grayscale shapes (CMG=79%) than
for colored shapes (CMC=61%). CMC and CMG percentages are much higher than
chance level (33%) which implies that the association between timbre and shapes is
strong.
3.5.4 Does shape selection depend on fundamental frequency?
Table 3.1 shows that the shapes selected for sounds derived from cello and guitar have
changed with fundamental frequency. For lower fundamental frequencies (100Hz and
150Hz) these sounds had rounded shapes but for higher fundamentals (200Hz and
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250Hz) they had partly rounded partly angular shapes. Table 3.1 shows no change
in associations between shapes and fundamental frequency for sounds derived from
piano, marimba and sax. However, to better study the shape-fundamental frequency
association, all the shapes had to be taken into account not just the mostly selected one
for a given sound. To compute the shape-fundamental frequency association, timbre
diﬀerences were ignored i.e. the timbre-shape associations were averaged over sounds
derived from 5 instruments (cello, guitar, piano, marimba and sax) by:
P(Sk|Fi) =
5∑
j=1
P(Sk,Tj|Fi) =
5∑
j=1
P(Sk|Tj,Fi)P(Tj|Fi)
=
5∑
j=1
P(Sk|Tj,Fi)
P(Fi|Tj)P(Tj)
P(Fi)
=
5∑
j=1
P(Sk|Tj,Fi)(0.25)(0.2)(0.25)
= 0.2
5∑
j=1
P(Sk|Tj,Fi) (3.3)
where F, T, and S represent the fundamental frequency, timbre and shape respectively;
i = 1 : 4, j = 1 : 5 and k = 1 : 3; P(.) is the probability measure; P(Fi) = 14 , P(Tj) =
1
5 ,
P(Fi|Tj) = 14 ; and 100∗P(Sk|Tj,Fi) is the percentage of subjectswhohave selected the shape
Sk for an auditory stimulus of timbre Tj and frequency Fj. This distribution was known
from the results of the experiments. The shape-fundamental frequency associations
P(Sk|Fi) were computed for two cases: colored shapes and grayscale shapes. These
associations are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Using Stuart-Maxwell’s test for marginal
homogeneity, no signiﬁcant diﬀerence was observed between marginal distributions of
colored shapes in Figure 3.3 and respective marginal distributions of grayscale shapes
in Figure 3.4: at 100 Hz (Stuart-Maxwell’s χ2(2,N = 119) = 0.3022, p = 0.8598), at 150
Hz (Stuart-Maxwell’s χ2(2,N = 119) = 0.5904, p = 0.7444), at 200 Hz (Stuart-Maxwell’s
χ2(2,N = 119) = 3.5960, p = 0.1656), and at 250 Hz (Stuart-Maxwell’s χ2(2,N = 119) =
0.0251, p = 0.9875). Bonferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level was α = 0.054 = 0.0125 per
test. This suggests that color and gray scale have not had a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the
associations between shapes and fundamental frequency.
In Figure 3.3 (colored shape selection for fundamental frequency), a set of 12 Z-tests (3
tests per frequency) were performed to examine the diﬀerences between S1, S2 and S3
selections. Boneferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level of α = 0.0512 = 0.0041 (corresponding
to a two-tailed Zα of 2.87 and a conﬁdence level of 99.59% per test) was considered
(see section 3.4.5 for details of the test). In this ﬁgure, signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
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Figure 3.3 Colored shape selections for fundamental frequency: the per-
centages of subjects who have selected shapes S1 (jagged), S2 (mixed) and S3
(rounded) for each fundamental frequency are shown. The error bars show
Bonferroni adjusted 99.59% conﬁdence intervals (obtained by Z-test). S1 is
the least selected shape at all frequencies (<13%). There is no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between S3 and S2 percentages except at 150 Hz where S3 is the
mostly selected shape (66%). At other frequencies, S2 and S3 are almost
equally selected (see text for details). S1, S2 and S3 are the shapes shown in
Figure 3.2.
S2 (mixed) and S1 (jagged) shapes selections were observed at all frequencies. These
diﬀerences lay in intervals [22%, 52%] (at 100 Hz), [12%, 40%] (at 150 Hz), [24%, 56%] (at
200 Hz) and [17%, 53%] (at 250 Hz) with 99.59% conﬁdence. The diﬀerence between S3
(rounded) and S2 (mixed) selections was only signiﬁcant at 150 Hz and fell in interval
[12%, 60%] with 99.59% conﬁdence.
In Figure 3.4 (grayscale shape selections for fundamental frequency), signiﬁcant diﬀer-
ences between S2 (mixed) and S1 (jagged) selections were found at all frequencies using
another set of 12 Z-tests similar to the above-mentioned ones. These diﬀerences lay in
intervals [22%, 52%] (100 Hz), [14%, 44%] (150 Hz), [14%, 50%] (200 Hz) and [19%, 55%]
(250 Hz) with 99.59% conﬁdence. However, like in Figure 3.3, the diﬀerence between
S3 (rounded) and S2 (mixed) selections was only signiﬁcant at 150 Hz and was in in-
terval [2%, 52%] with 99.59% conﬁdence. In general, eﬀects of fundamental frequency
on shape selections are such that at 150 Hz, the rounded (S3) shape has been mostly
selected; at 100 Hz, 200 Hz and 250 Hz the rounded (S3) and mixed (S2) shapes have
been selected almost equally while the jagged shape (S1) has been the least selected one
at all fundamental frequencies.
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Figure 3.4 Grayscale shape selections for fundamental frequency: the per-
centages of subjects who have selected shapes S1 (jagged), S2 (mixed) and S3
(rounded) for each fundamental frequency are shown. The error bars show
Bonferroni adjusted 99.59% conﬁdence intervals (obtained by Z-test). S1 is
the least selected shape at all frequencies (<13%). There is no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between S3 and S2 percentages except at 150 Hz where S3 is the
mostly selected shape (61%). At other frequencies, S2 and S3 are almost
equally selected (see text for details). S1, S2 and S3 are the shapes shown in
Figure 3.2.
3.5.5 Relationship between timbre and color
Mostly selected colors for diﬀerent timbres are presented in Table 3.2. In this table, CMC
is a conﬁdence measure which shows what percentage of subjects have agreed on the
color selected for a given timbre. Chance level is 25% in this table. Chi-squaredgoodness
of ﬁt testswere also performed to determinewhether colors had been selected randomly
for the 23 stimuli. Bonferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level of α = 0.0523 = 0.00217 was used
per test. Color selections for the following 5 sounds were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from chance level: sounds derived from guitar at 150 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 14.24,
p = 0.0026); marimba at 200 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 14.41, p = 0.0024); sax at 150 Hz,
(χ2(3,N = 119) = 4.13, p = 0.248); sax at 200 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 4.06, p = 0.255); sax at
250 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 7.23, p = 0.065). With regard to the other 18 sounds, Table 3.2
suggests that sounds with rounded shapes (according to Table 3.1) have mostly been
associated with blue and green while sounds with sharp angular or mixed shapes have
been associated with yellow and red. For instance, sounds derived from piano and
marimba which have soft timbres (and rounded shapes according to Table 3.1) have
been associated with blue and green. However, sounds of crash cymbals, gong and
triangle which have harsh timbres (and sharp angular shapes) have been matched with
red or yellow. The fact that CMC levels were at chance level for 5 sounds and low for
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Table 3.2 Color selections for timbre: this table shows the color selected for
each sound. CMC is a conﬁdence measure which shows what percentage
of subjects agreed on the selected color. Sounds derived from cello, guitar,
marimba and piano have mostly been associated with blue and green while
those of sax, Triangle, crash cymbals and gong have mostly been associated
with red and yellow. The chance level is 25%. The distribution of colors
for sounds marked with asterisks were not diﬀerent from chance level even
though two of them have relatively high CMC levels (see text for statistics).
Fundamental Frequency F0 (Hz)
100 150 200 250 No F0
Color CMC Color CMC Color CMC Color CMC Color CMC
Instrument (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
CELLO   50   37   32   35 – –
GUITAR   50   39*   34   39 – –
PIANO   61   58   39   47 – –
MARIMBA   36   45   37*     33 – –
SAX   45   32*   30*   33* – –
TRIANGLE – – – – – – – –   57
CARSH CYMBALS – – – – – – – –   38
GONG – – – – – – – –   50
some others implies that the timbre-color associations are weaker than timbre-shape
associations.
3.5.6 Does color selection depend on fundamental frequency?
To formulate the color-fundamental frequency associations, timbre diﬀerences were
ignored i.e. the timbre-color associations were averaged over sounds derived from 5
instruments (cello, guitar, piano, marimba and sax) by:
P(Ck|Fi) =
5∑
j=1
P(Ck,Tj|Fi) =
5∑
j=1
P(Ck|Tj,Fi)P(Tj|Fi)
=
5∑
j=1
P(Ck|Tj,Fi)
P(Fi|Tj)P(Tj)
P(Fi)
=
5∑
j=1
P(Ck|Tj,Fi)(0.25)(0.2)(0.25)
= 0.2
5∑
j=1
P(Ck|Tj,Fi) (3.4)
where C represents color (k = 1 : 4) and the rest of the parameters have been introduced
in section 3.5.4. 100 ∗P(Ck|Tj,Fi) is the percentage of subjects who have selected color Ck
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Figure 3.5 Color selections for fundamental frequency: each colored bar
shows the selection rate of the same color. The error bars show the 99.17%
conﬁdence intervals for the selection rates. Blue has been associated with
fundamental frequency 100 Hz. No colors have been associated with 150 Hz,
200 Hz and 250 Hz because all selection rates for them are approximately
at chance level. Thus the associations between color and fundamental fre-
quency are only strong at 100 Hz.
for an auditory stimulus of timbre Tj and frequency Fj. This distribution was known
from the results of the experiments, e.g. we knew that blue had been mostly selected
for guitar at 100 Hz. The associations between color and fundamental frequency are
presented in Figure 3.5.
FourChi-squared goodness of ﬁt tests (one per fundamental frequency)were performed
to determine whether color selections at each fundamental frequency have been due
to chance. Bonferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level of α = 0.054 = 0.0125 was used per
test. The distribution of colors were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from chance level at 100
and 150 Hz; (χ2(3,N = 119) = 25.5, p < 0.001) and (χ2(3,N = 119) = 18.04, p < 0.001),
respectively. At each of these frequencies 6 Z-tests were conducted to determine if
blue, green, red and yellow selections were diﬀerent (α = 0.056 = 0.0083). At 100 Hz,
blue selection rate was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those of green, red and yellow. With
99.17% conﬁdence, the diﬀerences between blue selections and green, red and yellow
selections lay in intervals [5%, 45%], [5%, 43%], [14%, 48%], respectively at 100 Hz. At
150Hz, blue selectionwas only diﬀerent from red selection. The diﬀerence between blue
and red selection rates lay in intervals [9%, 43%]. In summary, no strong associations
between fundamental frequency and colors except blue (at 100 Hz) were observed. The
only strong association is due to the fact that at 100 Hz, cello, guitar, piano and marimba
have been strongly associated with blue.
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3.5.7 Relationship between timbre and grayscale
Table 3.3 summarizes the associations between timbre and grayscale. In this table,
CMG is a conﬁdence measure which shows what percentage of subjects have agreed
on the selected grayscale. Chance level is 25% in this table. Based on the results of 23
Chi-squared tests (similar to those explained in section 3.5.5) grayscale selections for
the following 7 sounds were not diﬀerent from chance level with a Bonferroni adjusted
signiﬁcance level of 0.00217: sounds derived from cello at 250Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 1.57,
p = 0.666); piano at 100 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 2.31, p = 0.510); piano at 150 Hz, (χ2(3,N =
119) = 9.44, p = 0.024); piano at 250 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 11.18, p = 0.0108); marimba at
100 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 1.23, p = 0.745); marimba at 150 Hz, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 14.61,
p = 0.00218); and Triangle, (χ2(3,N = 119) = 8.54, p = 0.036). With regard to the other 16
sounds, Table 3.3 suggests that sounds with soft timbres have mostly been associated
with lighter grayscales while sounds with harsher timbres have been associated with
dark grayscales. For instance, sounds derived frompiano andmarimba at 200Hzwhich
have soft timbres (and rounded shapes) have been correlated with light grays (0.6 and
0.9) while sounds of crash cymbals and gong which have harsh timbres (and sharp
angular shapes) have been correlated with black. Of course there are few exceptions
to this rule, for instance the sound derived from cello at 100Hz has been matched with
black. The fact that grayscale selections for 7 out of 23 sounds were at chance level
and that CMG levels for some other sounds are low implies that the timbre-grayscale
associations are weaker than timbre-shape associations.
3.5.8 Does grayscale selections depend on fundamental frequency?
To formulate grayscale-fundamental frequency associations, timbre diﬀerences were
again ignored i.e. the timbre-grayscale associations were averaged over sounds derived
from 5 instruments (cello, guitar, piano, marimba and sax) using equation 3.4. However,
in this equation, colors Ck were replaced with grayscales Gk. The rest of parameters
remained unchanged. Thus P(Gk|Fi), that is, the association between grayscale and
fundamental frequency, was computed using the following equation:
P(Gk|Fi) = 0.2
5∑
j=1
P(Gk|Tj,Fi) (3.5)
The distribution 100 ∗ P(Gk|Tj,Fi) which is the percentage of subjects who have selected
grayscale Gk for an auditory stimulus of timbre Tj and frequency Fj, was known from
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Table 3.3 Grayscale selections for timbre: the grayscale selected for each
sound is shown in this table. The grayscales are, from the lightest to the
darkest, 0.9, 0.6, 0.3, and 0 (black). CMG is a conﬁdence measure which
shows what percentage of subjects have agreed on the selected grayscale.
Sounds derived from cello, guitar, marimba and piano have been mostly
associated with light scales (0.6 and 0.9) and those of sax, crash cymbals and
gong have been mostly associated with dark scales (0 and 0.3). The chance
level is 25%. The distribution of grayscales for sounds marked with asterisks
were not diﬀerent from chance level (see text for statistics).
Fundamental Frequency F0 (Hz)
100 150 200 250 No F0
Gray- CMG Gray- CMG Gray- CMG Gray- CMG Gray- CMG
Instrument scale (%) scale (%) scale (%) scale (%) scale (%)
CELLO   39   43   35   28* – –
GUITAR   38   56   53   55 – –
PIANO   29*   34*   49   36* – –
MARIMBA   29*   34*   50   51 – –
SAX    39   45   47   43 – –
TRIANGLE – – – – – – – –    29*
CARSH CYMBALS – – – – – – – –   55
GONG – – – – – – – –   50
the results of the experiments, e.g. we knew that black (grayscale=0) had mostly
been selected for the sound derived from cello at 100 Hz. The associations between
grayscale and fundamental frequency are presented in Figure 3.6. In this ﬁgure, no
strong association between fundamental frequency and grayscales was observed due
to the lack of a most preferred grayscale at a given fundamental frequency. But when
the sum of dark grayscales (0 and 0.3) selections were compared to the sum of lighter
grayscales (0.6 and 0.9) distinct patterns were observed. Three McNemar’s tests were
conducted to determine whether the distribution of light and dark scales had changed
from 100 Hz to 150 Hz, from 150 Hz to 200 Hz and from 200 Hz to 250 Hz. Bonferroni
adjusted signiﬁcance level in this case is α = 0.053 = 0.017. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between grayscale distributions at 100 and 150 Hz was observed, (McNemar’s χ2(1,N =
119) = 8.24, p < 0.004). The sum of light grayscale selections has increased from 100
Hz to 150 Hz. This increase lay in interval [1%, 35%] with 95% conﬁdence using Z-test.
Thus low fundamental frequency 100 Hz has been associated with darker scales while
higher fundamentals 150 Hz, 200 Hz and 250 Hz have been associated with lighter
scales.
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Figure 3.6 Grayscale selections for fundamental frequency: each grayscale
bar shows the selection rate of the same grayscale. The error bars show the
98.3% conﬁdence intervals for the selection rates. The grayscales are, from
the lightest to the darkest, 0.9, 0.6, 0.3, and 0 (black). When considered alone,
the grayscales are not associatedwith fundamental frequency. Butwhendark
scales (0 and 0.3) are compared with lighter scales (0.6 and 0.9), dark scales
selections have decreased while lighter scales selections have increased with
fundamental frequency (See details in the text).
3.5.9 Relationship between height and fundamental frequency
There were 4 rows of shapes on each page of our web interface each of which was at a
diﬀerent height (vertical position). Four heights (or elevations) are named H1, H2, H3
and H4 from the lowest to the highest position. In a similar way to equation 3.4, we can
show that height and fundamental frequency are related by:
P(Hm|Fi) = 0.2
5∑
j=1
P(Hm|Tj,Fi) (3.6)
100 ∗ P(Hm|Tj,Fi) is the percentage of subjects who have chosen the height Hm for an
auditory stimulus of timbre Tj and frequency Fj. This distribution was known from
the results of the experiments. The distribution P(Hm|Fi), that is, the association be-
tween height and fundamental frequency is presented in Figure 3.7. Four Chi-squared
goodness of ﬁt tests were conducted to determine whether heights had been selected
randomly for each fundamental frequency. Bonferroni adjusted signiﬁcance level of
α = 0.054 = 0.0125 was used per test. As we can see from Figure 3.7, for 150 Hz, 200 Hz
and 250Hz, all selection rates have been nearly at chance level. Only height selections at
100 Hz were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from chance level (χ2(3,N = 119) = 17.84, p < 0.001).
Even for 100 Hz, only the diﬀerence between H3 and H1 selection rates was signiﬁcant
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Figure 3.7 Height selections for fundamental frequency: H1 is the lowest
height and H4 is the highest one. No organized association between height
and fundamental frequency is observed although H3 is the most selected
height at 100 Hz. At 150 Hz, 200 Hz and 250 Hz, all selection rates are nearly
equal to chance level. The error bars show the 98.75% conﬁdence intervals
for all selection rates. Chance level is 25%.
Z = 4.33, p < 0.0001. Despite that, no organized association between fundamental
frequency and height was observed.
3.6 Discussion
Results revealed a strong correspondence between timbre and shape such that sounds
with harsh timbres (e.g. sounds derived from crash cymbals) corresponded to a sharp
jagged shape while soft timbres (e.g. sounds derived from piano) corresponded to a
rounded shape. In addition, timbres which had elements of softness and harshness
together (e.g. sounds derived from sax) corresponded to a mixture of previous shapes
i.e. a shape with rounded and sharp angles. This is consistent with the Kiki-Bouba
experiment where subjects mostly chose a jagged shape for Kiki and a rounded shape
for Bouba [Köhler, 1970; Parise and Spence, 2012; Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001].
It is also consistent with Parise’s ﬁndings where subjects associated sine waves (soft
sounds) with a rounded shape and square waves with a sharp angular shape [Parise
and Spence, 2012].
The correspondence between timbre and shapes was so strong that it had not been
aﬀected by color or grayscale. This can be interpreted as a sort of perceptual constancy
in audio-visual correspondences. Constancy phenomenon exists in both auditory and
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visual systems [Erickson, 1975; Walsh and Kulikowski, 1998]. Visual constancy exam-
ples [Walsh and Kulikowski, 1998] include color constancy, size constancy or shape
constancy where the color, size or shape of an object remains relatively constant under
diﬀerent conditions e.g. a red apple looks red at midday or at sunset or TV screen is
always seen as a rectangular object regardless of the angle we look at it. An example of
constancy in the auditory system is the identiﬁcation of musical instrument as constant,
though timbre, pitch or loudness may change [Erickson, 1975].
Fundamental frequency, on the other hand, played a role when selecting a shape for
a given sound. As seen in ﬁgure 3.3, the eﬀect of fundamental frequency on shape
selections can be considered as 3 ﬁlters: a band-pass ﬁlter passing only the rounded
shape associated with soft timbres (green bars), a band-stop ﬁlter passing only the
rounded or mixed shape associated with timbres possessing elements of harshness
and softness together (red bars), and a high-pass ﬁlter passing only the jagged shape
associated with harsh timbres (blue bars). This eﬀect is particularly very important
in sensory substitution systems where any visual correlate(s) of timbre should change
with fundamental frequency. The claimed synesthetic or audio-visual experiences,
music training, age and sex had no eﬀect on timbre-shape associations as DBSCAN
found only one group of subjects based on the selected shapes.
Subjects made associations between some timbres and some colors (grayscales). Al-
though these associations are not as strong as timbre shape associations, subjects have
associated soft timbres with blue, green or light grayscales and harsh timbres with red
or yellow or black. This supports Abbado’s ideas in the design of an audio-visual piece
of music where he had used keen colors for sharp shapes (e.g. a yellow triangle), and
soft, deep colors for round shapes (e.g. a blue circle) [Abbado, 1988]. Fundamental
frequency had no signiﬁcant eﬀect on timbre-color associations. This also has to be
an important consideration in the design of substitution systems where the color of a
timbre should not change signiﬁcantly with fundamental frequency.
While low and high fundamental frequencies were somewhat associated with dark
and light grayscales respectively, results however question non-synesthetes’ ability to
associate fundamental frequency of a complex sound with color or height of a visual
shape. This is particularly at odds with previous experiments where subjects had
matched height and fundamental frequency [Ben-Artzi and Marks, 1995; Chiou and
Rich, 2012; Eitan and Timmers, 2010; Evans and Treisman, 2010; Gallace and Spence,
2006; Melara and O’Brien, 1987; Patching and Quinlan, 2002; Rusconi et al., 2006]. The
diﬀerence however may lie in the experimental methodology and auditory stimuli.
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Simple auditory stimuli have often been used in these experiments. In many cases
one auditory feature has been compared with one visual feature e.g. subjects have
been asked to judge the correspondence between the height of visual stimulus and the
frequency of a simple tone. Such settings are not unbiased because subjects are made to
compare only two features (which are assumed to be correlated) and associate them. To
circumvent this problem, we used visual stimuli varying in color, gray scale, height and
shape and auditory stimuli varying in fundamental frequency and timbre. Our results
suggest that, when comparing complex auditory and visual stimuli, subjects may only
have considered timbre and shapes rather than height and fundamental frequency.
Only fundamental frequencies within human pitch range were used. Considering
the fact that timbre-shape associations were aﬀected by fundamental frequency in this
range, the eﬀects of higher fundamental frequencies should be investigated in future
experiments. Another useful experiment is to use speech signals (e.g. vowels) as
auditory stimuli to study the role of humanpitch and formants in the context of auditory-
visual correspondences. For instance, the speech sounds have been demonstrated to
be involved in the perception of the horizontal or vertical elongation of visual shapes
[Sweeny et al., 2012].
Based on the results, sounds can be divided into 3 categories; those associated with
rounded shapes, those associated with jagged shapes and those associated with mixed
(rounded and jagged) shapes. We believe that each category of sounds have some
features in common which invoke the selection of a particular shape. Similarly, in
[Guzman-Martinez et al., 2012] a consistent mapping between speciﬁc auditory am-
plitude modulation rates and visual spacial frequencies have been revealed. Signal
processing techniques can be used to ﬁnd the common features. The identiﬁcation
of common features has two advantages: on one hand, it is helpful to ﬁnd a proper
solution for auditory-visual substitution systems and on the other hand it lends itself
to the identiﬁcation of timbre dimensions.
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Revue: IEEE/ACM Transactions on Audio, Speech, and Language Processing.
Titre français: Un modèle hiérarchique ﬂexible bio-inspiré pour l’analyse du timbre
musical.
Résumé français :
Un modèle hiérarchique ﬂexible et polyvalent bio-inspiré pour analyser le timbre mu-
sical est présenté dans cet article. Inspiré par les découvertes dans les domaines des
neurosciences, neurosciences computationnelles et de la psychoacoustique, non seule-
ment le modèle extrait-il des caractéristiques spectrales et temporelles d’un signal, mais
il analyse également les modulations d’amplitude sur diﬀérentes échelles de temps. Il
utilise un banc de ﬁltres cochléaires pour résoudre les composantes spectrales d’un son,
l’inhibition latérale pour améliorer la résolution spectrale, et un autre banc de ﬁltres
de modulation pour extraire l’enveloppe temporelle et la rugosité du son à partir des
modulations d’amplitude. Lemodèle a été évalué pour trois applications. Tout d’abord,
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il a été utilisé pour simuler des données subjectives de deux expériences psychoacous-
tiques de rugosité. Deuxièmement, il a été utilisé pour la classiﬁcation d’instruments
de musique. Finalement, il a été utilisé pour trouver les éléments acoustiques qui
caractérisent les sons qui ont été au préalable regroupés en fonction de la forme vi-
suelle qui leur avait été attribuée dans l’expérience de l’article précédent. L’application
réussie du modèle dans ces diverses tâches a révélé son potentiel dans la capture des
caractéristiques de timbre.
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4.2 A ﬂexible bio-inspired hierarchical model for ana-
lyzing musical timbre
4.2.1 Abstract
A ﬂexible and multipurpose bio-inspired hierarchical model for analyzing musical tim-
bre is presented in this paper. Inspired by ﬁndings in the ﬁelds of neuroscience, com-
putational neuroscience, and psychoacoustics, not only does the model extract spectral
and temporal characteristics of a signal, but it also analyzes amplitude modulations on
diﬀerent timescales. It uses a cochlear ﬁlter bank to resolve the spectral components of
a sound, lateral inhibition to enhance spectral resolution, and a modulation ﬁlter bank
to extract the global temporal envelope and roughness of the sound from amplitude
modulations. The model was evaluated in three applications. First, it was used to sim-
ulate subjective data from two roughness experiments. Second, it was used for musical
instrument classiﬁcation using the k-NN algorithm and a Bayesian network. Third, it
was applied to ﬁnd the features that characterize sounds whose timbres were labeled in
an audiovisual experiment. The successful application of the proposed model in these
diverse tasks revealed its potential in capturing timbral information.
IEEE keywords: Timbre, cochlear ﬁlter bank, modulation ﬁlter bank, temporal enve-
lope, time-averaged spectrum, instantaneous roughness, musical instrument classiﬁca-
tion, Bayesian network.
4.3 Introduction
4.3.1 Timbre
Sounds have three major characteristics: pitch, loudness and timbre. Pitch and loud-
ness are perceptual measures related to the fundamental frequency and the intensity of
a sound, respectively. Timbre is a quality that allows to distinguish between the sounds
that have the same pitch, loudness and duration [McAdams, 1999; Mcadams and Gior-
dano, 2008; Risset and Wessel, 1999; Sonn, 1973]. It is a multi-dimensional attribute
and mainly depends on harmonic content, attack and decay, and vibrato [Berger, 1964;
Houtsma, 1997; Sonn, 1973]. Attack is the rapid increase of a sound’s amplitude to its
maximum value while decay is the gradual decrease of the amplitude. Vibrato is the
periodic change in the pitch of a sound.
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The attributes of timbre have been investigated in several studies [Bismarck, 1974a,b;
Caclin et al., 2005; Grey, 1977; Grey and Gordon, 1978; Handel, 1995; Iverson and
Krumhansl, 1993; Krumhansl, 1989; Lakatos, 2000]. In such studies, subjects are typ-
ically asked to rate timbral similarities (or dissimilarities) of all stimulus pairs for a
stimulus set with equalized pitch, loudness, and duration. The similarity ratings are
then analyzed using Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) to construct an N-dimensional
timbre space in which the subjective similarities are represented by the distances among
the stimuli [Hajda et al., 1997; McAdams, 1999; McAdams et al., 1995]. A 3D space has
been found in most studies, where spectral centroid and attack time are the ﬁrst and the
second dimensions. However, for the third dimension, diﬀerent features such as spec-
tral ﬂux [Grey, 1977; McAdams et al., 1995], pitch strength, noisiness [Lakatos, 2000],
and spectral deviation [Krumhansl, 1989] have been proposed as there is no consensus
on what it encodes [Grey, 1977; McAdams et al., 1995].
In general, timbre has many attributes, which can be categorized into three classes:
temporal (e.g. attack time, decay time, temporal centroid [Grey, 1977; Grey and Gor-
don, 1978; Iverson and Krumhansl, 1993; Krumhansl, 1989; Lakatos, 2000; McAdams
et al., 1995]), spectral (e.g. spectral centroid, spectral deviation, noisiness, spectral skew-
ness [Grey, 1977; Grey and Gordon, 1978; Iverson and Krumhansl, 1993; Krumhansl,
1989; Lakatos, 2000; McAdams et al., 1995]), and spectro-temporal (e.g. spectral ﬂux,
roughness, ﬂuctuation strength [Grey, 1977; Grey and Gordon, 1978; Krumhansl, 1989;
McAdams et al., 1995]). Most of these features are formally deﬁned in [Peeters et al.,
2011] and [Zhang and Ras, 2007].
4.3.2 Applications and models of timbre
Timbre plays a key role in recognition and localization of sound sources [Handel,
1995; McAdams, 1993] as well as stream segregation in Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA)
[Dannenbring and Bregman, 1976; Iverson, 1995; Moore and Gockel, 2002; Roberts and
Bregman, 1991]. It has been widely used in applications such as instrument recognition
in monophonic and polyphonic music [Burred et al., 2010; Fujinaga, 1998], music genre
recognition [Aucouturier et al., 2005], and music retrieval [Aucouturier et al., 2005;
Muller and Ewert, 2010].
Diﬀerent models have been proposed for timbre. Chroma contours were used to de-
scribe music timbre in [Ezzaidi et al., 2012]. The contours were found by mapping the
spectral content to a single octave (which was divided into 12 bins). Chroma-based
features were also used in [Muller and Ewert, 2010] where a variant of Mel-Frequency
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Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs) called Pitch-Frequency Cepstral Coeﬃcients (PFCCs)
were estimated on a pitch scale (instead of the Mel scale) and mapped onto the 12
chroma bins. Leveau et al. [Leveau et al., 2008] modeled sounds of an instrument as
a linear combination of a set of harmonic atoms, where the atoms were deﬁned as the
sum of harmonic partials of that particular instrument. Timbre was encoded by the
harmonic atoms. The timbre model proposed in [Burred et al., 2010] was based on
the evolution of spectral envelope peaks derived from sinusoidal modeling, followed
by principal component analysis (PCA). Patil et al. used the spectro-temporal recep-
tive ﬁelds (STRFs) of neurons to model timbre [Patil et al., 2012]. The STRFs, which
represent neurons’ selectivity to spectral and temporal modulations, were modeled as
2D wavelets that were Gabor-shaped in frequency and damped exponential in time.
Timbre was modeled as follows: a spectrogram was obtained by ﬁltering a signal with a
bank of constant-Q asymmetric bandpass ﬁlters. The spectrogram was then convolved
with the 2D STRFs, resulting in a 4D representation, which was later collapsed over
frequency and integrated over time. As a result, a 2D spectrotemporal modulation
proﬁle was obtained for timbre.
4.3.3 The contributions of this paper
The tendency to reduce the complexity of timbre representations and achieve high
performance in speciﬁc tasks has favored models that only capture the distinctive
timbral features of the sounds used in those speciﬁc tasks. However, a good model of
timbre, regardless of its applications, should be able to capture not only the distinctive
features such as spectral content, attack, and decay, but also other features such as
amplitude modulations which are known to contribute to timbre richness.
In this paper, we propose a ﬂexible and multipurpose bio-inspired hierarchical model
for analyzing musical timbre. Inspired by ﬁndings in the ﬁelds of neuroscience, com-
putational neuroscience, and psychoacoustics, not only does the model extract spectral
and temporal characteristics of a signal, but it also analyzes amplitude modulations
on diﬀerent timescales to extract roughness and global temporal envelope. It uses a
cochlear ﬁlter bank to resolve the spectral components of a sound, lateral inhibition to
enhance spectral resolution, and a modulation ﬁlter bank to extract the global temporal
envelope and roughness of the sound from amplitude modulations. As stated in section
4.3.1, a timbre space is usually constructed from individual features such as spectral
centroid and attack time, whereas in this paper, timbre is represented by three proﬁles
(curves):
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— a time-averaged spectrum, which contains important information about harmon-
ics, pitch, and resonances (or formants).
— a global temporal envelope, which is estimated from slow amplitude modulations
and encodes the global time evolution of the spectral components of a sound.
— an instantaneous roughness function, which is estimated from fast amplitude
modulations and encodes the local ﬂuctuations of the spectral components of a
sound.
The model proposed in this paper provides a novel framework which extracts these
proﬁles hierarchically, as opposed to other studies, where independent frameworks
have been designed to extract spectral and temporal features. In addition, eﬃcient
integration of the existing roughness models [Duisters, 2005; Kohlrausch et al., 2005;
Vencovsky, 2014] into timbre models seems very hard as this requires signiﬁcant archi-
tectural modiﬁcations in both. Despite that, roughness estimation is an integral part
of our timbre model. Moreover, unlike other roughness models, where only a single
measure is estimated, we extract an instantaneous function for roughness as it varies
with time.
In addition to the speciﬁc timbre representation described above, most of the spectral,
temporal, and spectrotemporal features reviewed in section 4.3.1 can still be extracted
from either the three proﬁles or other outputs at the diﬀerent stages of the hierarchical
model. Therefore, our model lends itself to a broad range of applications, which is one
of its most important capabilities.
We evaluated the proposed model in three diﬀerent applications to demonstrate its
potential as a general framework for timbre representation: 1) evaluating roughness
extraction and comparing results with subjective data from a previous psychoacoustic
study [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999] 2) musical instrument classiﬁcation using the
k-NN algorithm and a Bayesian network and 3) selection of timbral features that best
represent the sounds that had been labeled in an audio-visual experiment [Adeli et al.,
2014].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: the model is described in section 4.4 and
the applications and their results are presented in section 4.5. Section 4.6 includes the
discussion of the model and the results while conclusions are presented in section 4.7.
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4.4 System description
The timbre model comprises three main modules: a bank of cochlear ﬁlters, a lateral
inhibition module and a roughness extraction module. These modules, as well as
the estimation of the three proﬁles of timbre, i.e. the global temporal envelope, the
time-averaged spectrum, and instantaneous roughness are described in detail in this
section.
4.4.1 Cochlear ﬁlter bank
The cochlear ﬁlter bank is based on the ERBlet transform, which is provided with the
large time/frequency analysis toolbox (LTFAT) [Necciari et al., 2013; Søndergaard et al.,
2012]. The ERBlet transform covers frequencies even as low as DC [Necciari et al., 2013].
This is important as 1) the proposed model may be used in applications where very
low-pitched notes such as E0 (20.60 Hz) and F0 (21.83 Hz) should be processed and 2)
the envelopes of the cochlear ﬁlter bank outputs, which include very low frequency
content, are analyzed by a modulation ﬁlter bank that is also based on the ERBlet
transform (section 4.4.3).
In the ERBlet transform, ﬁlters are constructed fromGaussianwindows in the frequency
domain on the ERB (equivalent rectangular bandwidth [Glasberg and Moore, 1990])
scale, where the ERB of a given ﬁlter centered at fc (in Hz) is given by:
ERB( fc) = 24.7 +
fc
9.265
· (4.1)
Furthermore, the number of ERBs below a given frequency f (in Hz) is given by:
ERBnum( f ) = 9.265ln(1 +
f
228.8455
)· (4.2)
The spectrum of the input signal, which is obtained by the Fourier transform, is multi-
plied by the frequency response of each ﬁlter and transformed back to the time domain
using the inverse Fourier transform. Thus, the ERBlet transform performs a type of
multi-resolution analysis on a signal as the ERBlets have diﬀerent bandwidths.
Our cochlear ﬁlter bank consists of 84 ﬁlters from ERBnum 0.9981 to 42.4184 (2 ﬁlters
per ERB), covering frequencies from 20 Hz to 22050 Hz. We designed these ﬁlters for a
sampling frequency of 44100 Hz. Thanks to the ERBlet transform, the number of ﬁlters
can easily be adapted for diﬀerent applications to enhance the spectral resolution. In
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practice, one also faces a trade-oﬀ between the number of ﬁlters and the complexity of
the system. In this research, 84 ﬁlters provided satisfactory results for the applications
presented in section 4.5. We also modiﬁed the design of the LTFAT’s ERBlets to remove
aliasing for the bandpass ﬁlters that were centered at very low or high frequencies.
Moreover, the gains of the ﬁlters in the initial ERBlets were originally adjusted to allow
for perfect reconstruction [Necciari et al., 2013]. Since signal reconstruction was not
necessary in the present study, the gains of the ﬁlters were equalized. This simple
design choice does not aﬀect the performance of the ERBlets, given that they are linear
ﬁlters.
As Fig. 4.1 shows, the cochlear ﬁlter bank decomposes the digital signal x[n] into its
components {xl[n]; l = 1, 2, ..., 84}, where l is the index of the cochlear ﬁlterbank channels
and n denotes the discrete time. The envelope el,h[n] of a given signal xl[n] is computed
by the “Env. Extraction” block in Fig. 4.1 as the magnitude of the analytic signal
xal [n] = xl[n] + jx
h
l [n], where x
h
l [n] is the Hilbert transform of xl[n]. The envelopes of the
ﬁlter bank outputs are of much lower frequencies than the input signal itself and are
therefore downsampled by a factor of 10 (Fig. 4.1). It is not necessary to use lowpass
ﬁlters before downsampling for the signals used in section 4.5. The downsampled
envelope el,d[n] is computed from el,h[n] by the following equation:
el,d[n] = el,h[10n]; n = 0, 1, ...,ﬂoor(
Nx − 1
10
) (4.3)
where Nx is the length of the signal x[n] and the function “ﬂoor” returns the integer part
of a number. The envelope el,d[n] is then compressed with the square root function. This
is inspired by the compression applied by the outer hair cells in the auditory system
[Robles and Ruggero, 2001]. The downsampled and compressed envelopes el[n] are fed
to the lateral inhibition and roughness extraction modules for further processing (Fig.
4.1).
4.4.2 Lateral inhibition
Lateral inhibition, which exists in all sensory systems, is the capacity of an excited cell
to reduce the activity of nearby cells to boost the contrast of their activities and sharpen
their bandwidths [Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; Shamma, 1985]. Lateral inhibition in
the auditory system leads to sharper peaks in the spectrum and enhanced spectral
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Figure 4.1 Time-averaged spectrum computation: the cochlear ﬁlter bank
decomposes the input into 84 components. The envelopes of these compo-
nents are extracted, downsampled by a factor of 10, and then compressed.
It is not necessary to use lowpass ﬁlters before downsampling for the sig-
nals used in section 4.5. Lateral inhibition results in sharper peaks in the
spectrum. The time-averaged spectrum extracted from the outputs of the
lateral inhibition block is a characteristic of timbre. The downsampled and
compressed envelopes el[n] are used in Fig. 4.3 to estimate roughness and
the global temporal envelope.
resolution. In our model, it is implemented as follows:
eLIl [n] = el[n] − cl,l−1el−1[n] − cl,l+1el+1[n] (4.4)
where el−1[n], el[n], and el+1[n] are the downsampled and compressed envelopes of ﬁlters
l − 1, l, and l + 1, respectively, eLIl [n] is the lateral inhibited envelope of channel l, and
coeﬃcient c for ﬁlters l and j is computed by:
c′l, j = < |Fl|, |Fj| >; j = l − 1, l + 1 (4.5)
cl, j =
c′l, j
c′l,l−1 + c
′
l,l+1
(4.6)
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where Fl and Fj are the frequency responses of ﬁlters l and j of the cochlear ﬁlter
bank, and < |Fl|, |Fj| > is the inner product of |Fl| and |Fj|. In this implementation, only
correlations with the two neighboring channels were used. As such, it is a local lateral
inhibition model, which requires less computations and is common in the literature
[Shamma, 1985]. c1,0 and c84,85 were set to zero when lateral inhibition was applied to
channels 1 and 84, respectively. Negative values of eLIl [n] are removed by half-wave
rectiﬁcation:
eHWl [n] =
eLIl [n] + |eLIl [n]|
2
(4.7)
where eHWl [n] is the half-wave rectiﬁed envelope of channel l.
As shown in Fig. 4.1, the time-averaged spectrum S¯l, which is one of the three main
proﬁles extracted for timbre in this paper, is computed as follows:
S¯l =
1
N
N∑
n=1
eHWl [n] (4.8)
where N is the length of the half-wave rectiﬁed envelope eHWl [n]. Fig. 4.2 presents
examples of time-averaged spectrum with and without lateral inhibition for note F2
(87.31 Hz) of piano. As shown in this ﬁgure, lateral inhibition has enhanced the spectral
resolution by separating the unresolved harmonics of this signal.
4.4.3 Roughness extraction module
Roughness is a sensation caused by fast (30 Hz to 200 Hz) amplitude modulations of
a sound [De Baene et al., 2004; Fastl and Zwicker, 2007]. To estimate the roughness of
a sound, we ﬁrst estimate the roughness for all the channels of the cochlear ﬁlter bank
separately and then add them together. In this subsection, we ﬁrst present the factors
inﬂuencing roughness perception, and then explain how roughness is computed for
channel l and the whole signal from these factors.
Roughness determinants
The factors that inﬂuence the roughness perception are referred to as roughness deter-
minants in this paper. Some of the known roughness determinants are introduced in
this section. The perceived roughness of the pure AM tone
x[n] =
(
d + asin(2π fmnTs)
)
sin(2π fcnTs)
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Figure 4.2 Eﬀect of lateral inhibition (L.I.) on the time-averaged spectrum:
the time-averaged spectrum obtained for note F2 (87.31 Hz) of piano without
lateral inhibition (top) and with lateral inhibition (bottom). The unresolved
harmonics in the top panelwere resolved after lateral inhibition. Both graphs
were normalized by their maximum values for display purposes.
depends on the carrier frequency fc, the modulation frequency fm, and the modulation
depth m = a/d [De Baene et al., 2004; Fastl and Zwicker, 2007]. In general, when fc =
1000Hz and fm = 70Hz, any increase inm from 0 to 1.2 leads to the increase of roughness
but after 1.2 it decreases. When m = 1 and fm = 70 Hz, roughness is maximum at fc =
1000 Hz and decreases for carrier frequencies lower or higher than 1000 Hz. When m =
1 and fc = 1000 Hz, roughness is maximum at fm = 70 Hz and decreases for modulation
frequencies lower or higher than 70 Hz.
The above factors are not the only factors involved in roughness perception. In subjec-
tive experiments conducted in [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999], it was observed that
roughness perception depends on the shape of the amplitude ﬂuctuations of a signal.
Moreover, in [Duisters, 2005], Duisters reported that although signals that have noise-
like characteristics create large modulation depths, they are not perceived as rough.
He thus proposed to decorrelate the ﬁlter bank outputs to overcome this problem. As
explained below, the roughness module proposed in this paper accounts for all the
aforementioned eﬀects.
Though roughness typically depends on AMs from 30 Hz to 200 Hz, in this study,
amplitude modulations from 30 Hz to 930 Hz are used to compute roughness because
1) AMs with frequencies up to 1000 Hz are still perceptible [Joris et al., 2004] and 2)
for speech and sounds of some musical instruments, AM modulations are caused by
pitch which is an important perceptual feature independent of timbre. Therefore, we
decided to use a broader range of AM frequencies to be able to use high frequency AMs
in future studies. In addition, the energy of the amplitude modulations from 10 Hz to
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30 Hz is computed and used as a distinct feature. Also, amplitude modulations with
frequencies less than 10 Hz are used to estimate the global envelope of a sound. These
speciﬁc choices of AM bands for the computation of the global temporal envelope, the
energy of AMs from 10 Hz to 30 Hz, and roughness is due to the fact that amplitude
modulations with fm < 10 Hz are perceived as distinct events, AMs with frequencies
between 10 Hz and 30 Hz are heard as acoustical ﬂutter, and AMs with frequencies
above 30 Hz fuse together and generate roughness [Miyazaki et al., 2013]. The relevant
details are presented below.
Roughness estimation in channel l
The process of roughness estimation for channel l of the cochlear ﬁlter bank is shown
in Figure 4.3. The downsampled and compressed envelope el[n] is processed by a
modulation ﬁlter bank that is also based on the ERBlet transform. The modulation ﬁlter
bank comprises 15 ﬁlters which cover frequencies up to 930 Hz (1 ﬁlter per ERB from
ERBnum 0 to 14). This is in agreement with other studies. For instance, in [Duisters,
2005], 9 modulation ﬁlters were used. The low-pass ﬁlter (AM LPF in Figure 4.3) gives
the lowest frequency component of the input (less than 10 Hz), the second ﬁlter (AM
BPF 1 in Figure 4.3) covers frequencies from 10 to 30 Hz, and the rest of the ﬁlters (AM
BPF 2 to AM BPF 14 in Figure 4.3) give the higher frequency amplitude modulations
(30 Hz to 930 Hz). The output of the second ﬁlter (AM BPF 1) is used to compute the
energy of AMs in band [10 Hz, 30 Hz] and the outputs of the ﬁrst ﬁlter (AM LPF) as
well as those from 3 to 15 (AM BPF 2 to AM BPF 14 in Figure 4.3) are used to compute
the roughness.
From psychoacoustic experiments, roughness is known to be proportional to mn, where
m is the modulation depth and n varies from 1.4 to 2 depending on the experimental
setup [De Baene et al., 2004; Fastl and Zwicker, 2007]. The 2nd power of m [Duisters,
2005; Kohlrausch et al., 2005] is usually selected in roughness models and m is then
multiplied by the roughness determinants mentioned in section 4.4.3. Therefore, the
aboveproportionality for the instantaneous roughness rl[n] of channel l canbe expressed
as follows:
rl[n] ∝
(γl−1,l + γl,l+1
2
·H · Gl ·Ql ·Wl ·ml[n]
)2
(4.9)
where ml[n] is the instantaneous modulation depth in channel l , H and Gl are the
weights of modulation and carrier frequencies respectively, Ql is a factor for loudness
normalization, Wl is the eﬀect of waveform envelope shape, and γl−1,l and γl,l+1 are the
correlations of the output fl[n] (Figure 4.3) of channel l with the respective outputs of
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Figure 4.3 Roughness estimation in channel l of the cochlear ﬁlter bank:
the envelope el[n] from Figure 4.1 is analyzed by a modulation ﬁlter bank
consisting of the ﬁlters AM LPF, AM BPF 1, AM BPF 2, ..., and AM BPF 14.
The output of AM BPF 1 is used to compute the energy of AMs from 10 Hz
to 30 Hz. Other outputs are involved in the estimation of modulation depth.
The modulation depth is multiplied by the eﬀects of modulation frequency
(Hk), carrier frequency (Gl), envelope shape (Wl), loudness (Ql), and the
average of the correlations (γl−1,1 and γl,1+1) with neighboring channels. The
components dl[n] are also used to estimate the global temporal envelope.
channels l− 1 and l+ 1, and the factor (γl−1,l + γl,l+1)/2 [Duisters, 2005; Kohlrausch et al.,
2005], which is explained in subsection 4.4.3, is used to decorrelate channel l with its
neighbors.
There are two diﬀerences between our model and the previous ones: 1) we compute
an instantaneous function rather than a single measure for roughness as it varies with
time and 2) roughness estimation is integrated into a timbre model for the ﬁrst time in
this paper.
In the following subsections, the factors ml[n], Wl, Ql, γl−1,l, and γl,l+1 are computed and
the functions H and G are introduced.
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Modulation depth estimation
For the sake of clarity of presentation, ﬁrstwe consider the casewhere the downsampled
and compressed envelope of the channel l is el[n] = dl+al sin(2π fmnT
′
s), with T
′
s being the
sampling period after decimation by 10. To estimate the modulation depth, parameters
al and dl ﬁrst need to be estimated. The output of the ﬁrst ﬁlter AM LPF in Figure 4.3
gives dl (the low frequency component). The AC component alsin(2π fmnT
′
s) of el[n] is
given by one of the other ﬁlters depending on the value of fm. The envelope of the AC
component al is computed by the “Env. Extraction” block in Figure 4.3. Since only one
of the ﬁlters from AM BPF 2 to AM BPF 14 is active, al is given by al[n] in Figure 4.3.
The modulation depth ml is simply the ratio of al to dl.
In practice, the parameters al and dl may change with time. Thus we now consider the
following general form for el[n]:
el[n] = dl[n] + Fl[n] (4.10)
where dl[n] is assumed to have low frequency components (< 10 Hz) whereas Fl[n] is
assumed to have higher frequency components. dl[n] is still obtained by the low-pass
channel of themodulationﬁlter bank, but theACcomponentFl[n] is decomposed into its
narrow-band components fl,1[n], fl,2[n], ... and fl,14[n], where fl,k[n] ≈ al,k[n] sin(2π fknT′s),
and k indicates the channels of the modulation ﬁlter bank. The amplitude al,k[n] is
computed by the “Env. Extraction” block in Figure 4.3. An estimate for the envelope
al[n] of the AC component Fl[n] can now be computed by:
al[n] ≈
√
14∑
k=2
(al,k[n])2· (4.11)
The modulation depth, which is now a function of time, is found by ml[n] = al[n]/dl[n].
When dl[n] is zero or very small (when there is no or little activity in channel l), ml[n] can
become very large which is not accurate. To circumvent this problem, the numerator
and denominator of the fraction above are ﬁrst divided by dl,max, the maximum of dl[n],
and then ml[n] is written as:
ml[n] =
al[n]/dl,max
dl[n]/dl,max + h(dl[n]/dl,max)
(4.12)
where the function h(y) is chosen such that when y is large enough, h(y) ≈ 0 and when
y is zero or very small, h(y) is large. In this research, the following function was chosen
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empirically:
h(y) = e−40y. (4.13)
Effects of modulation and carrier frequencies on roughness in channel l
Channel k of themodulation ﬁlter bank covers a speciﬁc range of amplitudemodulation
frequencies. Hk (Figure 4.4) represents the weights of these modulation frequencies on
roughness computations in channel l, as discussed in section 4.4.3. Hk is maximum at
70 Hz. Such weighting functions have been used in other studies and are reviewed
in [Duisters, 2005]. In equation 4.9, ml[n] needs to be computed separately and then
multiplied by the other factors. However, in Figure 4.3, the output fl,k[n] of the mod-
ulation ﬁlter bank is multiplied by the weighting function Hk before computing ml[n].
In other words, it is no longer necessary to include H as a separate factor in equation
4.9 as the eﬀect of the modulation frequency is implicitly applied before computing
ml[n]. The weighting function Gl, i.e. the eﬀect of center (carrier) frequency of channel
l on roughness is also depicted in Figure 4.4. This eﬀect is maximum at 1000 Hz as
mentioned in section 4.4.3. The functions Gl and Hk simulate those used in other studies
for the same purposes (see [Duisters, 2005] for a summary).
Decorrelating channel l with its neighbors
As mentioned in subsection 4.4.3, signals with noise-like characteristics cause large
modulation depths, but they are not perceived as rough [Duisters, 2005; Kohlrausch
et al., 2005]. The neighboring channels of the cochlear ﬁlter bank have low correlations
in such cases. Thus, correlation factors can be used to correct the high modulation
depths. Correlation factors are deﬁned as follows:
γl−1,l = corr( fl−1[n], fl[n]) (4.14)
γl,l+1 = corr( fl[n], fl+1[n]) (4.15)
where the operator corr returns the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient and fl[n] =
∑14
k=2 fl,k[n]
(Figure 4.3). As shown in equation 4.9, the average of γl−1,l and γl,l+1 is used as a
roughness factor.
The effect of envelope shape on roughness in channel l
In [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999], it was shown that roughness perception was
aﬀected by the shape of amplitude ﬂuctuations of a signal. Sounds with reversed saw-
tooth envelopes were perceived as having greater roughness than those with sawtooth
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Figure 4.4 Eﬀects of carrier and modulation frequencies on roughness: Gl
is the weight of the center (carrier) frequency Fc of channel l in the cochlear
ﬁlter bank and Hk is the weight of the modulation frequency Fm (the center
frequency of channel k in the modulation ﬁlter bank). Gl and Hk have their
maxima at Fc = 1000 Hz and Fm = 70 Hz, respectively, as discussed in section
4.4.3. Similar functions have been used in other studies (see [Duisters, 2005]
for a summary).
envelopes (Figure 4.8). To account for this eﬀect, a shape factor is introduced in the
model. The shape factor is computed from the AC component of the envelope, fl[n].
For that purpose, the discrete-time derivative ˙fl[n] = fl[n + 1] − fl[n] is ﬁrst computed.
The shape factor is then deﬁned by:
Wl = e−
1
2 (
T
N−0.5) (4.16)
where N is the length of fl[n] and T is the number of samples for which ˙fl[n] > 0.
When the overall rise time of envelope ﬂuctuations is less than the overall decay time
(reversed sawtooth), then TN > 0.5 and the shape factor Wl has a value greater than 1.
Otherwise, it is less than 1 (sawtooth).
Loudness normalization
To normalize the eﬀect of loudness on roughness, the modulation depth is multiplied
by factor Ql, which was computed using the following equations:
erms,l =
√
1
N
N∑
n=1
e2l [n]
Ql =
erms,l
max[erms,l]
(4.17)
where el[n] is the downsampled and compressed envelope of channel l (Figure 4.1) and
erms,l is a measure for the loudness of channel l.
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Instantaneous and effective roughness estimation
Instantaneous roughness can now be estimated based on proportionality 4.9:
rl[n] = η
(γl−1,l + γl,l+1
2
· Gl ·Ql ·Wl ·ml[n]
)2
(4.18)
R[n] =
84∑
l=1
rl[n] (4.19)
Re f f =
√
1
N
N∑
n=1
R2[n] (4.20)
where rl[n] is the instantaneous roughness of channel l, and R[n] and Re f f are the
instantaneous and eﬀective roughness of the whole signal, respectively. ml[n] involves
the eﬀect of modulation frequency Hk, as stated in section 4.4.3. The constant η in (4.18)
is computed as follows. Asper, the unit of roughness, is deﬁned as the roughness of
a pure AM tone with fc = 1000 Hz, fm = 70 Hz, m = 1 and a loudness of 60 dB SPL
[Fastl and Zwicker, 2007]. Therefore, we ﬁrst computed the eﬀective roughness Rre f of
the above AM tone without considering the constant η in (4.18). The value η = 1/Rre f
guarantees that the eﬀective roughness of the above AM tone becomes 1 Asper. η
was found to be 1.38 for the proposed model. This value of η is used to compute the
roughness of input sounds. An example of instantaneous roughness is shown in Figure
4.5.b.
4.4.4 Global temporal envelope
It is necessary to estimate the global temporal envelope of a signal because an important
set of timbral features depends on it. In this paper, the global temporal envelope e[n] of
the signal is deﬁned as:
e[n] =
√
84∑
l=1
d2l [n] (4.21)
where the low frequency components dl[n] is estimated by the modulation ﬁlter bank
in Figure 4.3. In the estimation of e[n], the temporal ﬁne structure is removed by the
cochlear ﬁlter bank, the envelopes of the ﬁlter outputs are compressed, and the AM
modulations are removed by the modulation ﬁlter bank. Consequently, it has a lower
magnitude than the exact envelope of the signal as shown in Figure 4.5.c. Apart from
being scaled down, e[n] accurately estimates the shape of the global temporal envelope.
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Figure 4.5 Global temporal envelope and instantaneous roughness estima-
tion: (a) Original signal. (b) The instantaneous roughness which encodes the
local ﬂuctuations of the signal envelope. (c) The estimated global envelope
of the signal, which encodes the global evolution of the signal envelope. It
has a lower scale than the exact envelope due to the compressions applied in
Figure 4.1 and removal of the AM modulations in Figure 4.3.
In summary, three major proﬁles are extracted for timbre using the proposed model: the
Time-Averaged Spectrum foundby equation 4.8, the InstantaneousRoughness foundby
equation 4.18, and the Global Temporal Envelope found by equation 4.21. In addition,
most of the timbral features presented in section 4.3.1 can be computed from these
proﬁles. In the next section, the proposed model is evaluated in three applications.
4.5 Applications
Since one of the goals of this study was to construct a ﬂexible and multipurpose frame-
work for timbre analysis, the proposed model was tested in three diﬀerent applications:
1) comparison with subjective values of roughness, 2) musical instrument classiﬁcation,
and 3) feature selection for labeled timbres.
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4.5.1 Comparison with subjective values of roughness
In this section, the eﬀective roughness evaluated by the proposed model is compared to
subjective values of roughness. The subjective values that areused for that purposewere
obtained from [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999], in which Pressnitzer and McAdams
conducted twosubjective experiments to study the eﬀects of carrier phase andwaveform
envelope shape on roughness perception. The same sounds were applied to our model
and it was expected that the model would simulate the subjective roughness data from
the experiments. Both cases are presented below.
Effect of carrier phase on roughness perception
The synthetic sounds used in the ﬁrst experiment of [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999]
were pseudo-AM (pAM) signals of the following form:
pAM[n] =
1
2
cos
(
2π( fc − fm)nTs
)
+ cos(2π fcnTs + φ) +
1
2
cos
(
2π( fc + fm)nTs
)
(4.22)
where the sampling period Ts was 1/44100 seconds. Seven sets of sounds were used
in the experiment, each set consisting of 7 pAM tones which had the same carrier and
modulation frequencies, but with 7 distinct values for φ: −π/2, −π/3, −π/6, 0, π/6, π/3,
π/2. The pairs of the carrier and modulation frequencies for these 7 sets were: ( fc, fm)
= (125, 30), (250, 40), (500, 50), (1000, 70), (2000, 70), (4000, 70) and (8000, 70), where all
frequencies are in Hz. Some of these signals are shown in Figure 4.6. The amplitude
ﬂuctuation of these sounds decreases with the absolute value of phase φ. Each sound
was one second in duration and had raised-cosine onset and oﬀset ramps of 50 ms. All
sounds were presented to the subjects at 60 dB SPL.
Two groups of 15 subjects [Pressnitzer andMcAdams, 1999] took part in the experiment.
Theywereﬁrst familiarizedwith the notion of roughness. To that end, toneswith known
carrier and modulation frequencies were presented to the participants. Participants
could vary the modulation depth and observe roughness variations. After the training
phase and a few practice trials, all sound pairs from a given stimulus set were presented
to the subjects, and they were asked to compare the relative roughness of these sounds.
Binary paired-comparison judgments were analyzed to ﬁnd a psychophysical scale for
roughness.
The results showed that the absolute value of phase |φ| had a strong inﬂuence on
roughness perception. In general, perceived roughness increased with the decrease of
|φ|. In other words, phases that caused larger amplitude modulations were perceived
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Figure 4.6 Examples of the pseudo AM tones that were used to estimate
the impact of carrier phase φ on roughness. The amplitude of envelope
ﬂuctuations decreases with |φ|.
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Figure 4.7 The estimated eﬀective roughness for the pseudo AM tones:
dashed and solid lines show the eﬀective roughness for negative and positive
phases, respectively. They are superimposed and look like a single line
in most ﬁgures because the model did not process phase information. In
general, eﬀective roughness decreased with the absolute value of phase φ.
as having greater roughness. In addition, the sign of φ aﬀected roughness perception,
with positive phases causing higher roughness. For instance, a signal with phase π/6
was rougher than a signal with phase −π/6, assuming that they had the same carrier
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and modulation frequencies. This eﬀect was observed for all values of fc and φ except
fc = 8 kHz or φ = ±π/2.
The same sounds were presented to the proposed model to estimate the eﬀective rough-
ness. Results are summarized in Figure 4.7. As far as the absolute value of phase φ
is concerned, the results are very similar to the subjective results found in [Pressnitzer
and McAdams, 1999]. However, as expected, no eﬀect of phase sign was observed
due to the fact that the model performs no phase processing. In Figure 4.7, estimated
eﬀective roughness curves for negative- and positive-phase signals are superimposed
and look like a single curve. To quantitatively measure the degree of similarity between
the estimated roughness curves in Fig. 4.7 and the equivalent subjective curves from
[Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999], we computed the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient for
any given pair of ( fc, fm). The correlation coeﬃcients are presented in table 4.1. As seen
in this table, the subjective roughness values and the values estimated by the model
are highly correlated. Therefore, as in [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999], roughness
decreases with the absolute value of phase φ.
It is not possible to compare the perceived roughness of tones with diﬀerent carrier and
modulation frequencies ( fc, fm), e.g. (250 Hz, 40 Hz) and (1000 Hz, 70 Hz), because
the roughness scales obtained in [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999] are relative and
normalized. Therefore, the subjective roughness values cannot be compared with the
values estimatedby theproposedmodel at diﬀerent ( fc, fm). However, for the casewhere
φ = 0, the roughness values estimated by the model are completely in accordance with
the facts presented in section 4.4.3. As seen in Fig. 4.6, when φ = 0, roughness is
maximum for ( fc, fm) =(1000 Hz, 70 Hz) and gradually decreases for (2000 Hz, 70 Hz),
(4000 Hz, 70 Hz), and (8000 Hz, 70 Hz). Similarly, it decreases for (500 Hz, 50 Hz), (250
Hz, 40 Hz), and (125 Hz, 30 Hz).
Effect of waveform envelope shape on roughness perception
In the second experiment, Pressnitzer and McAdams [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999]
investigated the impact of envelope shape on roughness perception. They used two
classes of stimuli: soundswith sawtooth amplitudemodulations (envelope ﬂuctuations
had slow rises but fast decays) and sounds with reversed sawtooth amplitude modula-
tions (envelope ﬂuctuations had fast rises but slow decays). Signals were generated as
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Table 4.1 Correlation coeﬃcients between the subjective roughness from
[Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999] and the objective roughness from the pro-
posed model. These coeﬃcients were computed for the pAM signals with
carrier and modulation frequencies ( fc, fm) = 1: (125, 30), 2: (250, 40), 3: (500,
50), 4: (1000, 70), 5: (2000, 70), 6: (4000, 70) and 7: (8000, 70). Subjective and
estimated objective values are highly correlated.
Carrier and modulation frequencies pairs
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
φ < 0 0.91 0.96 0.87 0.95 1 0.95 0.92
φ > 0 0.88 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.89 0.87 0.90
follows:
E[n] =
I∑
i=1
1
i
cos(2πi fmnTs + φ) (4.23)
x[n] =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 + mE[n]max[E[n]]
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ cos(2π fcnTs + φ) (4.24)
where I was chosen such that I fm ≤ 12ERB( fc). The function ERB is given by equation
4.1. The length Nx, the sampling period Ts, and the loudness of the sounds are the same
as those used in experiment 1. For sawtooth and reversed-sawtooth signals, the phase
φ was −π/2 and π/2, respectively. Two examples of these signals are plotted in Figure
4.8.
Modulation frequency fm was 70 Hz for all the sounds and three diﬀerent carrier fre-
quencies fc were used: 2500 Hz, 5000 Hz and 10000 Hz. For each fc, three modulation
depths were considered: m = 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Ten subjects participated in the experi-
ment and for each fc they listened to all signal pairs and judged their relative roughness.
Data analysis was similar to experiment 1. Results showed that roughness increased
with modulation depth and sounds with reversed-sawtooth envelopes were rougher
than those with sawtooth envelopes.
The same sounds were presented to our model to investigate the eﬀect of envelope
shape on roughness estimation. Results are presented in Figure 4.9 and are consistent
with the subjective results of the second experiment in [Pressnitzer and McAdams,
1999]. Eﬀective roughness increased with modulation depth at all carrier frequencies,
with reversed sawtooth sounds having greater roughness.
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Figure 4.8 Examples of sounds with sawtooth (left) and reversed sawtooth
envelopes (right).
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Figure 4.9 Eﬀect of waveform envelope shape on the roughness, estimated
by the model: sounds with reversed sawtooth envelopes have greater rough-
ness than those with sawtooth envelopes. Eﬀective roughness of both types
of sounds increased with the modulation depth. fm is 70 Hz in all ﬁgures.
As in the previous subsection, we computed the Pearson correlation to measure the
degree of similarity between the subjective roughness values and the roughness values
estimated by the model for the soundswith sawtooth and reversed sawtooth envelopes.
The correlation coeﬃcients are presented in table 4.2. As seen in this table, the roughness
values estimated by the model are highly correlated with the subjective roughness
values in [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999].
In summary, ourmodelwas able to simulate the subjective eﬀects of the absolute value of
the carrier phase and the envelope shape on roughness. The next subsection introduces
its use for musical instrument classiﬁcation.
4.5.2 Musical instrument classiﬁcation
In this section, features and their use for classiﬁcation are detailed and results are pre-
sented. Burred et al. [Burred et al., 2010] proposed an interesting model for timbre
analysis where timbre was considered as the spectrotemporal envelopes estimated by
sinusoidal modeling. Our bio-inspired hierarchical model extracts similar spectrotem-
poral characteristics and encodes them into time-averaged spectrum and global tempo-
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Table 4.2 Correlation coeﬃcients between the subjective roughness from
[Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999] and the objective roughness from the pro-
posed model for the sawtooth and reversed sawtooth tones used in section
4.5.1. The modulation frequency of all tones is fm = 70 Hz. The subjective
and objective values are highly correlated.
Carrier frequency
2500 Hz 5000 Hz 10000 Hz
Sawtooth 1 0.99 1
Reversed sawtooth 0.91 0.94 0.92
ral envelope. We therefore would like to compare our model with the one proposed in
[Burred et al., 2010].
Feature extraction and the sounds used in [Burred et al., 2010]
The timbral features that were used in [Burred et al., 2010] consisted of the ensemble
of partials (spectral peaks) that were extracted using sinusoidal modeling and peak
ﬁnding in overlapping windows. Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to
the extracted features for the sake of dimensionality reduction, where the 20 principal
components that had the largest variances were selected. In the obtained twenty-
dimensional space, each instrument was represented by a prototype conveying the
evolution of its timbre. The prototypes were composed of 20Rmax features, where Rmax,
the length of the longest partial trajectory, was not reported. A very conservative
estimate that we computed for Rmax is 50, taking into account the windowing strategy
that was used in [Burred et al., 2010]. Therefore, the number of features might be at
least 1000. Classiﬁcation was performed by comparing the signal with the 5 prototypes
in the obtained PCA space.
All the signals thatwere used in [Burred et al., 2010]were selected from theRWCmusical
instrument sound database [Goto et al., 2003]. They consisted of all the notes from C4
to B5 (covering two consecutive octaves) from 5 instruments: oboe, clarinet, trumpet,
piano, and violin. Recordings from 2 to 3 examples of each instrument with 3 dynamics
(piano, mezzo-forte, forte) and normal playing style were used which amounted to 1098
individual notes. The sampling frequency was 44100 Hz.
Feature extraction using the proposed model
Our model was tested in a musical classiﬁcation task using the above signals. The
features used were the time-averaged spectrum and the global temporal envelope pre-
sented in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4. Roughness was not used as we wished to evaluate the
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system’s capacity in encoding only the spectral and temporal characteristics of timbre
in this task. The following dimensionality reduction strategies were applied to simplify
signal representations:
— every two neighboring channels of the time-averaged spectrum were averaged,
reducing the number of spectral features from 84 to 42. Forty-two spectral features
were suﬃcient to encode the spectral characteristics of the signals used in this
section. However, in other applications, all 84 spectral features may be used.
— 40 features were extracted from the onset of the global temporal envelope e[n].
— 20 features were extracted from the oﬀset of the global temporal envelope.
To compute the onset and oﬀset features, the global temporal envelopewas ﬁrst divided
into 60-ms non-overlapping windows. For any given window, a single temporal feature
was then computed by averaging the global temporal envelope over the duration of
that window. The ﬁrst 40 temporal features (referred to as onset features) and the
last 20 temporal features (referred to as oﬀset features) of a sound were only used in
this application, resulting in a total of 60 temporal features. Given the 60 temporal
features and that each window was 60 ms, the minimum duration of the sound is
3.6 seconds (60 windows × 60 ms). However, some of the signals used in this study
had shorter durations. To overcome this problem, the global temporal envelope was
divided into three equal segments, roughly relating to attack and decay, sustain, and
release segments of the envelope. Samples were added to the middle segment (sustain)
by interpolating between the points using a cubic spline function. In other words, if the
duration of a signal was 3.3 seconds (300 ms less than the minimum duration of 3.6 sec),
the sustain segment of the global temporal envelope was augmented by interpolation
to increase the length of the signal to 3.6 sec. In [Burred et al., 2010], the temporal
trajectory of a given spectral peak was uniformly interpolated. This had an adverse
eﬀect on some of the signal representations, because the attack and decay, which are
known to be important features of timbre, were stretched. As stated above, this adverse
eﬀect was avoided in this work by interpolating only the sustain segment, leaving the
other 2 segments intact. In summary, a given signal is represented by 102 features: 42
spectral, 40 onset, and 20 oﬀset features.
Classiﬁcation methods used in this study
Classiﬁcationmethods that havepreviously been employed for instrument classiﬁcation
include hidden Markov models (HMM) [Pikrakis et al., 2006], Gaussian mixture models
(GMM) [Marques and Moreno, 1999], support vector machines (SVM) [Donnelly and
Sheppard, 2013], k nearest neighbors (k-NN) [Donnelly and Sheppard, 2013; Kaminskyj
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and Czaszejko, 2005], Bayesian networks [Donnelly and Sheppard, 2013], and artiﬁcial
neural networks (ANN) [Ding and Zhang, 2007].
In this research, the k-NN algorithm and a Bayesian network were used. k-NN ﬁnds the
k nearest neighbors of a given sound in the training set and assigns it to the class that
includes the majority of these k neighbors. To that end, it requires a distance measure
between sounds. An Euclidean distance was used where spectral, onset and oﬀset
features were weighted diﬀerently. The optimal weights and parameter k that gave rise
to theminimum classiﬁcation errorwere found as follows: the spectral features’ weight,
ws, was ﬁxed at 1, the onset and oﬀset features’ weights, won and wof f , were varied from
0 to 6 with steps of 0.1, and all odd numbers from 1 to 9 were tested for k. The optimal
values k = 1, won = 1, and wof f = 1.4 were obtained for the signals introduced in section
4.5.2, using 10-fold random cross-validation.
The Bayesian network that was used as the second classiﬁer is illustrated in Figure
4.10. Each circle represents a single feature which is considered a random variable. The
sets S = {Si, i = 1, 2, ..., 42}, A = {Ai, i = 1, 2, ..., 40}, and D = {Di, i = 1, 2, ..., 20} are the
spectral, onset, and oﬀset features, respectively. The three sets of features are assumed
to be conditionally independent of each other for a given instrument but there are ﬁrst
order Markovian dependencies between features within any given set. For instance,
for spectral features, S42 depends on S41, S41 depends on S40 and so on. The variable
C represents the class (or the instrument) of a signal. The joint distribution of all the
variables can be factored as follows:
P(S,A,D,C) = P(C) · P(S1|C) ·
42∏
i=2
P(Si|Si−1,C)·
P(A1|C) ·
40∏
i=2
P(Ai|Ai−1,C)·
P(D1|C) ·
20∏
i=2
P(Di|Di−1,C).
(4.25)
Individual features (spectral, oﬀset and onset) were modeled as Gaussian random
variables and C was assumed to have a polynomial distribution. These choices were
motivated by the empirical histograms of the variables. The unknown parameters of
the distributions were estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) optimization (section
4.8). The classiﬁcation of a test signal with feature sets A, D and S was done by
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Figure 4.10 The Bayesian network used as the second classiﬁer: each circle
represents a feature which was modeled as a random variable. Variable C
represents the class or instrument. Sets S = {Si, i = 1, 2, ..., 42}, A = {Ai, i =
1, 2, ..., 40} and D = {Di, i = 1, 2, ..., 20} include the spectral, onset and oﬀset
features, respectively.
maximizing the posterior probability:
P(C|S,A,D) ∝ P(S,A,D,C) (4.26)
where P(S,A,D) is constant for all classes and its reciprocal is the coeﬃcient of the above
proportionality.
Both classiﬁers (the k-NN and the Bayesian network) were trained and tested with
distinct feature sets (extracted from the signals presented in section 4.5.2) and their
combinations using 10-fold random cross-validation.
Classiﬁcation results
Classiﬁcation results for the 5 instruments are presented in table 4.3. These are the
average classiﬁcation results after 100 runs of 10-fold cross-validation. The results
presented in this subsection are of the form μ ± σ, where μ is the average classiﬁcation
rate for a given instrument and σ is its standard deviation for 100 runs of 10-fold cross-
validation. The average classiﬁcation accuracy for piano was 100% ± 0 using both the
k-NN and the Bayesian network (95.81% in [Burred et al., 2010]). This was expected
because piano has both a fast onset and oﬀset with no sustain, and therefore, both
methods have classiﬁed the piano notes correctly. The average classiﬁcation accuracy
for clarinetwas 96.30%±0.81with the k-NNand 92.92%±0.51with the Bayesian network
(92.52% in [Burred et al., 2010]). On average, oboe was correctly classiﬁed 88.20%± 1.13
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and 91.56% ± 0.54 of the time using the k-NN and the Bayesian network, respectively
(95.10% in [Burred et al., 2010]). The average classiﬁcation accuracies of the k-NN
and the Bayesian network for violin were 96.76% ± 0.71 and 98.88% ± 0.4, respectively
(95.45% in [Burred et al., 2010]). The average classiﬁcation accuracies of the k-NN and
the Bayesian network for trumpet were 88.88% ± 1.03 and 96.33% ± 0.51, respectively
(96.53% in [Burred et al., 2010]). Oboe and trumpet, which had similar timbres, were
confused by the k-NN. The Bayesian network misclassiﬁed clarinet as oboe and violin
4.66% and 2.32% of the time, respectively. It also misclassiﬁed oboe as violin 6.69% of
the time. The overall average classiﬁcation accuracy was 94.03% ± 4.69 for the k-NN
and 95.94% ± 3.65 for the Bayesian network (95.08% in [Burred et al., 2010]). The k-NN
and the Bayesian network used only 102 features whereas at least 1000 features were
used in [Burred et al., 2010].
To test the importance of diﬀerent feature sets and their impact on the overall classiﬁca-
tion accuracy, both classiﬁers were trained on distinct feature sets (spectral, onset and
oﬀset) and their various combinations. The results are presented in table 4.4. The over-
all average classiﬁcation accuracy of both classiﬁers for spectral and onset features were
higher than oﬀset features. However, when k-NN was trained on all features, oﬀset
features contributed a great deal to the overall performance (approximately 4%). For
the Bayesian network, oﬀset features had no signiﬁcant impact on overall performance
when all features were used.
All the connections between features of every feature set were removed in the Bayesian
network to test the eﬀect of dependencies between features on the classiﬁcation perfor-
mance. For instance, in Fig. 4.10, there were no longer arrows from S1 to S2 or from S2
to S3, etc. The overall average classiﬁcation accuracy decreased from 95.94% to 90.60%.
Therefore, this classiﬁerwasmore successful in encoding the signal characteristicswhen
the ﬁrst order Markovian dependencies were present. This was expected as the time
evolution of frequency components of acoustic signals is structured and not random.
4.5.3 Timbral feature selection
The model’s potential for timbre representation was tested in a third application. The
idea was to use the model to ﬁnd the best features that could distinguish between three
timbral classes consisting of 23 sounds. We used these sounds in an earlier audio-visual
experiment, where 119 subjects were asked to select a visual shape out of a set of three
for each [Adeli et al., 2014]. Results showed that there existed a strong correspondence
between timbre and visual shapes. Accordingly, sounds can be classiﬁed into three
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Table 4.3 Confusion matrix for the k-NN, the Bayesian network (BN), and
the model proposed in [Burred et al., 2010]. All numbers are percentages.
The overall average classiﬁcation accuracy is 94.03% for the k-NN, 95.94%
for the BN, and 95.08% for [Burred et al., 2010].
Presented method Detected
piano clarinet oboe violin trumpet
piano
k-NN 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BN 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
[Burred et al., 2010] 95.81 1.40 0.47 0.00 2.33
clarinet
k-NN 0.00 96.30 0.46 1.85 1.39
BN 0.02 92.92 4.66 2.32 0.08
[Burred et al., 2010] 1.40 92.52 5.14 0.93 0.00
oboe
k-NN 0.00 6.25 88.20 0.69 4.86
BN 0.00 0.73 91.56 6.69 1.02
[Burred et al., 2010] 0.00 2.10 95.10 2.10 0.70
violin k-NN 0.46 0.93 0.46 96.76 1.39BN 0.00 0.43 0.69 98.88 0.00
[Burred et al., 2010] 1.07 0.53 0.00 95.45 2.94
trumpet
k-NN 0.00 3.78 5.56 1.78 88.88
BN 0.00 1.51 0.72 1.44 96.33
[Burred et al., 2010] 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.47 96.53
Table 4.4 Overall average classiﬁcation accuracy of the k-NN and the
Bayesian network (BN) for distinct feature sets and their combinations: 1)
oﬀset only, 2) onset only, 3) spectral only, 4) spectral & oﬀset, 5) onset & oﬀset,
6) spectral & onset, 7) all features.
Feature sets
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
k-NN 71.6 83.19 84.35 88.52 89.72 90.05 94.03
BN 78.37 89.59 85.74 92.76 90.13 95.48 95.94
groups (timbral classes) basedon the selectedvisual shapes that represent theperceptual
similarities/dissimilarities of the timbres of these sounds. In this study, we hypothesized
that sounds associated with the same visual shape should share timbral features. The
goal was to ﬁnd a space of features in which sounds associated with the same visual
shape were nearby. In other words, we wished to ﬁnd out which features invoked the
selection of a particular shape for a given sound.
All the 23 sounds used in [Adeli et al., 2014] were 1 second in duration and were
sampled at 44100 Hz. They included notes from piano, cello, guitar, marimba and
saxophone all of which had been multiplied by a Hann window with a duration of 1
second to equalize the onset and oﬀset such that only the spectral features of timbre
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were preserved. Therefore, it was more diﬃcult for the subjects to distinguish between
the timbres of these instruments as their sounds had similar onsets and oﬀsets. For each
instrument, four notes were selected: G2 (98 Hz), D3 (146.83 Hz), G3 (196 Hz), and B3
(246.94 Hz). The other 3 sounds were notes from gong, crash cymbals and triangle.
Sounds associated with the visual shapes labeled as S1, S2, and, S3 in [Adeli et al., 2014]
are referred to as class 1, class 2, and class 3, respectively. Sounds derived from crash
cymbals, gong and triangle belong to class 1. Class 2 consists of the notes G3 (196 Hz)
and B3 (246.94 Hz) from cello and guitar, and all the four notes from saxophone. Class
3 contains the notes G2 (98 Hz) and D3 (146.83 Hz) derived from cello and guitar and all
the four notes from piano and marimba.
To obtain the features that were involved in the selection of visual shapes for the above
23 sounds, 15 known timbral features were extracted from the sounds: spectral and
temporal centroids as well as standard deviations, Kurtosises, skewnesses and spreads,
spectral ﬂatness and ﬂux, log attack time, eﬀective roughness, and energy of AMs from
10 Hz to 30 Hz. Spectral and temporal features were computed from the time-averaged
spectrum (4.8) and the global temporal envelope (4.21), respectively. All features were
normalized to have zero means and unit standard deviations.
The following procedure was performed for all possible combinations of the 15 features
in N-dimensional spaces, where N (the number of features) varied from 1 to 5. There
were a total of 4943 feature spaces to examine: 15 1D spaces, 105 2D spaces, 455 3D
spaces, 1365 4D spaces, and 3003 5D spaces. Weused the k-means algorithm toﬁnd three
clusters of sounds in a given feature space. The 3 clusters were then compared to the 3
timbral classes from the audiovisual experiment. In general, there are 6 combinations to
map the 3 clusters to the 3 known timbral classes. The combination with the minimum
classiﬁcation error was kept for that feature space. Classiﬁcation error was deﬁned as
the percentage of the 23 sounds that were not correctly assigned to their known timbral
classes. In the end, we searched for the space with the minimum classiﬁcation error by
comparing all the 4943 feature spaces.
The minimum classiﬁcation error of 4.35% was achieved for a 2D space whose dimen-
sions were log attack time and spectral centroid, two important features that had also
been found by other studies [Caclin et al., 2005; Grey, 1977]. Attack time was computed
as the time required for the global temporal envelope e[n] to increase from 0.1max
[
e[n]
]
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to its maximum max
[
e[n]
]
. Spectral centroid was deﬁned by:
SC =
∑L
l=1 S¯l.ERBnum( fc,l)∑L
l=1 S¯l
(4.27)
where L is 84, S¯ is the time-averaged spectrum from (4.8), fc,l is the center frequency
of the lth ﬁlter, and the function ERBnum is deﬁned in (4.2). This deﬁnition of spectral
centroid is diﬀerent from the conventional one that uses a linear frequency scale instead
of the warped scale ERBnum( fc,l), and can be considered as a subjective measure for
frequency. The representation of the sounds in the obtained 2D space is shown in Fig.
4.11. In this ﬁgure, triangles, squares, and circles represent the sounds in classes 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. The sounds in class 1 had much faster attack time (because they
were not weighted with a Hann window) and higher spectral centroid. The sounds in
classes 2 and 3 had similar attack time. This was expected as they had been multiplied
by a Hann window which had removed onset diﬀerences. Despite the attack time,
spectral centroid distinguishes between the sounds in class 2 and those in class 3.
We now compare the 2D space in Fig 4.11 to the results presented for the grayscale
shapes (represented by CMG conﬁdence measure) in table 1 of [Adeli et al., 2014].
This comparison is also valid for the colored shapes (represented by CMC conﬁdence
measure) in the same table. In [Adeli et al., 2014], on average, for the sounds in class 1,
89% of subjects have selected the shape S1, whereas only 11% have selected the shape
S2 (the shape of class 2) or S3 (the shape of class 3) altogether. This shows that almost all
subjects have agreed that the timbres of class 1 are perceptually very distant from those
of class 2 and 3. This is clearly seen in the obtained 2D space in Fig. 4.11 where there
is a large distance between the sounds of class 1 and those of classes 2 and 3. On the
other hand, for the sounds in class 2, on average 60% of the subjects have selected the
shape S2, whereas 24% have selected the shape S3 (the shape of class 3). Similarly, for
the sounds in class 3, on average 66% of the subjects have selected the shape S3 whereas
30% have selected the shape S2 (the shape of class 2). Thus, there is a considerable
percentage of the subjects who have selected the shape S2 for class 3 and the shape S3
for class 2. This is because of the similarity between some timbres of class 2 and some
timbres of class 3. For instance, as shown in table 1 of [Adeli et al., 2014], the notes G2
(98 Hz) and D3 (146.83 Hz) derived from cello and guitar have been associated with
the shape S3 (class 3) whereas the notes G3 (196 Hz) and B3 (246.94 Hz) derived from
the same instruments have been associated with the shape S2 (class 2). However, notes
of an instrument, regardless of the pitch diﬀerence, have similar timbres. This is the
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Figure 4.11 The timbre space obtained for the labeled sounds used in the
feature selection task. The log attack time and spectral centroid were found
to be the best descriptors for the three timbral classes. The 3 clusters obtained
by the k-means algorithms for the 3 timbral classes of [Adeli et al., 2014] are
shown. The relative positioning of the three timbral classes in this space is in
accordance with the perceptual associations obtained in [Adeli et al., 2014].
reason why, even though the k-means algorithm have separated the classes 2 and 3 in
Fig. 4.11, some sounds in class 2 are close to some sounds in class 3. Therefore, the 2D
timbre space in Fig. 4.11 is completely in accordance with the perceptual timbre-shape
associations found in [Adeli et al., 2014].
4.6 Discussion
Timbre is a multidimensional attribute of sounds which plays a key role in recognition
and separation of sound sources. Multidimensional scaling studies have revealed some
characteristics of timbre,with the spectral content and temporal envelopebeing themost
important ones. Despite all the research done so far, timbre perception still remains a
mystery. The subjective and multifaceted nature of timbre presents serious challenges
in building generalized mathematical models that characterize quantitatively the ways
in which it is perceived.
We designed a bio-inspired hierarchical timbre model that 1) is able to extract all the
important timbral features hierarchically (as biological systems do) rather than extract
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them using separate parallel subsystems and 2) can be used in various applications
rather than a speciﬁc application.
We used the proposed model in three diﬀerent applications to verify its potential to
capture diﬀerent aspects of timbre. In the ﬁrst application, the proposed model was
able to simulate the subjective values of roughness. Though roughness is usually
considered to be a single quantity, one of the novelties of the proposed model is that
it extracts an instantaneous roughness function because amplitude modulations (and
consequently roughness) vary with time. The objective roughness values estimated by
the proposed model were highly correlated with the subjective values in [Pressnitzer
and McAdams, 1999]. Therefore, the proposed model eﬀectively encoded amplitude
modulations and successfully simulated their perceptual characteristics.
Roughness is an important feature that contributes to the richness of timbre, however
there are other important features that convey very important information about tim-
bres of instruments: spectral features such as harmonic structure and resonances, and
temporal features such as attack and decay. In the second application, the proposed
model proved highly eﬃcient in capturing and encoding spectral and temporal features
for the purpose of instrument classiﬁcation. Though our classiﬁcation resultswere com-
parable to those in [Burred et al., 2010], our model provided much lower dimensional
representations for timbre. The presented results were achieved using only 102 fea-
tures while in [Burred et al., 2010] at least 1000 features were used. The performance
of the system is comparable to the state-of-the-art methods of instrument classiﬁcation.
However, other systems may achieve higher rates under diﬀerent circumstances. For
instance, the bio-inspired model in [Patil et al., 2012] achieved a classiﬁcation rate of
98.7% though at a higher cost (and using diﬀerent classiﬁers and a diﬀerent dataset).
In [Patil et al., 2012], the system included 30976 ﬁlters (128 × 22 × 11) and provided 242
dimensional feature spaces for signals whereas the proposed model included only 1260
ﬁlters (84 × 15) and extracted 102 features for the signals used in section 4.5.
In the third application, the goal was to ﬁnd a timbre space that best characterizes three
timbral classes. Though it would have been possible to compute features using linear
methods such as the Fourier transform, the features that we used were extracted by the
proposedmodel, which simulates nonlinearities of the auditory systeme.g. nonuniform
spectral resolution and compression. Attack time and spectral centroid proved to be the
best features for this application. The representation of the three timbral classes in the
obtained timbre space (constructed by these 2 features) is in complete agreement with
the perceptual timbral qualities obtained in [Adeli et al., 2014]. This is also consistent
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with other studies, where spectral centroid and attack time were shown to be the two
main timbre dimensions, though using diﬀerent settings.
The proposed model currently does not account for the eﬀect of the sign of carrier
phase on roughness. More evidence on this eﬀect is required to incorporate a phase
processing module into the system. Another important characteristic of timbre that is
not encoded by the system is vibrato. Though, in general, the leakage of energy between
the adjacent channels can be used to estimate vibrato, further investigation is required
to appropriately quantify vibrato. In addition, since we have only modeled timbre
in this work, it would be of interest to integrate mechanisms for pitch and loudness
perception into the proposed system to fully represent acoustic signals.
In future studies, the model will be evaluated in other contexts, such as speech and
music separation, music genre classiﬁcation, and speech recognition using larger and
more varied databases. In order to use the model in the context of auditory scene
analysis (e.g. cocktail party problem and instrument recognition in polyphonic music),
more modules such as sequential or parallel grouping based on pitch, and onset and
oﬀset times, should be developed and integrated into the model. It is also of interest
to compare the performance of the proposed proﬁles of timbre with the well-known
Mel-scale Cepstral Coeﬃcients (MFCCs) in diﬀerent applications.
4.7 Conclusion
We presented a multipurpose bio-inspired hierarchical model that extracts three pro-
ﬁles for timbre: time-averaged spectrum, global temporal envelope, and instantaneous
roughness. The model was tested in three applications. First, it successfully simulated
the subjective roughness data obtained in [Pressnitzer and McAdams, 1999]. Second,
it was used to classify musical instruments, where the k-NN algorithm and a Bayesian
network achieved classiﬁcation rates of 94.03 % and 95.94%, respectively, using only 102
features. Finally, it successfully obtained a timbre space for three classes of sounds with
labeled timbres. Spectral centroid and log attack time were obtained as the features
that best described the perceptual qualities of the labeled sounds. Regarding the re-
sults of these diverse tests, we have shown that the proposed model has high potential
for encoding spectral, temporal and spectrotemporal characteristics of timbre and is
applicable in various contexts.
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4.8 Appendix: training the Bayesian network
In this appendix, the probability distributions of the random variables in Figure 4.10
are introduced and the maximum likelihood estimates for the unknown parameters of
these distributions are presented. In Figure 4.10, variable C was assumed to follow
a multinomial distribution with θi being the probability of class Ci. Features S1, A1
and D1 for a given class {Ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} had normal distributions. For instance, the
distribution of S1 is as follows:
P(S1|C = Ci) ∼ N(μS1,Ci , σ2S1,Ci). (4.28)
Features {Sj, j = 2, 3, ..., 42}, {Aj, j = 2, 3, ..., 40} and {Dj, j = 2, 3, ..., 20} for a given class
Ci also had normal distributions. The distribution of Sj is as follows:
P(Sj|Sj−1,Ci) ∼ N(αSj,Ci + βSj,CiSj−1,Σ2Sj,Ci). (4.29)
The unknown parameters of the above distributions were learned by maximizing the
likelihood of data. It was shown that:
θi =
Ni
N
(4.30)
where Ni is the number of instances in class Ci and N is the total number of instances.
Parameters μSj,Ci and σ
2
Sj,Ci
were shown to be the mean and variance of feature Sj of
all instances belonging to class Ci. Other parameters were computed by the following
equations:
βSj,Ci =
cov(Sj,Sj−1|Ci)
σ2Sj−1,Ci
(4.31)
αSj,Ci = μSj,Ci − βSj,CiμSj−1,Ci (4.32)
Σ2Sj,Ci = σ
2
Sj,Ci − βSj,Cicov(Sj,Sj−1|Ci). (4.33)
Similar solutions apply for features Aj and Dj.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Purpose of research
Development of auditory to visual substitution systems is hard to achieve because
they are not well-studied and there is no baseline to start with. The purpose of this
research was to investigate auditory to visual substitution systems and two important
problems of these systems i.e. the audiovisual correspondences and the auditory feature
extraction. Therefore, a great deal of eﬀort was invested to review the recent ﬁndings
in the ﬁelds of auditory neuroscience, psychoacoustics, and studies of synesthesia and
crossmodal correspondences to pave the way for the solution of these problems.
5.2 Summary of research
5.2.1 Why study the audiovisual correspondences?
Conversion of audition to vision is very complicated as opposed to other types of
sensory substitution such as visual to tactile in which a visual image can easily be
converted to a tactile image using an array of actuators. The auditory system is able to
perceive a wide range of frequencies from 20 Hz to 20000 Hz. However, it is virtually
impossible for the visual system to perceive the visual representations (of the auditory
stimuli) if they vary at frequencies even as low as 20 Hz. To get around this problem,
it was necessary to ﬁnd audiovisual correspondences that pave the way for developing
intuitive systems to encode auditory objects into visual objects. The auditory objects
such as speech syllables and musical notes take place at low rates and therefore their
visual representations that change slowly with time are easier to follow.
The solution proposed for audiovisual correspondences
Previous audiovisual experiments have revealed non-synesthetes’ ability to make asso-
ciations between auditory and visual features. However, the auditory stimuli used in
most of these experiments were limited to simple synthetic tones. More importantly,
the possible associations between shapes and timbres, which are sophisticated features
of visual objects and sounds, have not received enough attention. To address these
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issues, in this project, an experiment was conducted to ﬁnd audiovisual associations us-
ing complex auditory and visual stimuli. Auditory stimuli consisted of the windowed
sounds of cello, guitar, piano, marimba, and saxophone and unwindowed sounds of
crash cymbals, gong, and triangle all of which were equalized in energy. For the ﬁrst 5
instruments, 4 diﬀerent fundamental frequencies were used. Visual stimuli consisted of
3 shapes appearing in 4 colors (blue, green, red, yellow) or 4 grayscales. The experiment
was conducted online and subjects were asked to choose a colored (or grayscaled) shape
for a given sound. A strong correlation between timbre and visual shapes was revealed,
which provides a promising solution for audiovisual mappings in auditory to visual
substitution systems.
5.2.2 Why study auditory feature extraction?
Auditory to visual substitution systems should in the ﬁrst place analyze the sounds
in the acoustic environment and extract their important features. Therefore, it was
necessary to investigate the most important characteristics of sounds, feature extraction
methods, peripheral auditory system and its functions (e.g. spectral analysis in the
cochlea and lateral inhibition) and methods of modeling these functions.
The solution proposed for auditory feature extraction
Given the correspondence between timbre and shapes revealed by the audiovisual
experiment, the second part of this project was devoted to developing a bio-inspired
hierarchical model for analyzing timbre. The proposed model ﬁrst resolves the spectral
components of a signal using a cochlear ﬁlter bank and encodes them into a time-
averaged spectrum and then extracts the global temporal envelope and the instanta-
neous roughness of the signal using amodulation ﬁlter bank. These are the perceptually
important features of timbre that have been found in psychoacoustic studies. The pro-
posed model extracts these features hierarchically with novel methods. The potential
of the proposed model for encoding timbral cues was evaluated in three applications.
In the ﬁrst application, the proposed model was able to simulate the subjective values
of roughness. In the second application, the proposed model proved highly eﬃcient in
capturing and encoding the spectral and temporal features for the purpose of musical
instrument classiﬁcation. k-NN and a Bayesian network were used as classiﬁers. Both
classiﬁers performed very well. In the third application, the model successfully found
the important features that distinguish between three timbral classes consisting of 23
sounds.
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5.3 Conclusions
In this research, two solutions were obtained for two important problems of an audi-
tory to visual substitution system: audiovisual correspondences and auditory feature
extraction. First, an online audiovisual experiment was conducted to investigate the
associations between the visual and auditory features. One hundred and nineteen sub-
jects with diﬀerent nationalities (mostly from the western countries) took part in the
experiment. A strong correspondence between musical timbre and the visual shapes
was observed.
Second, a multipurpose bio-inspired hierarchical model for analyzing musical timbre
was designed and successfully tested in diﬀerent applications. This model extracts the
most important spectral, temporal, and spectrotemporal features of timbre and encodes
them into three proﬁles: a time-average spectrum, a global temporal envelope, and an
instantaneous roughness function. In addition to these proﬁles, many other features
can be computed from the outputs of the model at diﬀerent stages.
According to the above results, encoding timbre into visual shapes is proposed as a
strong solution for audiovisual mappings, which are extremely important in an AV
substitution system. For instance, piano notes that have soft timbres can be mapped
to rounded shapes whereas sounds from crash cymbals that have harsh timbres can
be mapped to jagged shapes with sharp angles. These high-level and intuitive visual
objects are much easier to interpret for the users. In summary, the three proﬁles of
timbre can be used to determine the auditory objects in an acoustic signal. The auditory
objects can then be converted into visual objects by encoding timbre into visual shapes.
5.4 Future work
The next step towards constructing a prototype of an auditory to visual substitution
system could be to ﬁnd mathematical mappings (the function f in Figure 1.2) to encode
timbre into visual shapes. These mathematical mappings take the timbral features as
inputs and convert them to the diﬀerent elements of a shape such as edges and angles.
Other auditory cues such as pitch and loudness can be used to control the color and
the size of the shape. The proper deﬁnition of the mappings may need subjective
experiments to ﬁnd the relationship between an auditory feature and a visual feature.
Both linear and nonlinear relationships can be tested in these experiments.
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Aprototype of anAV substitution system could then be achieved byputting together the
bio-inspired framework developed in chapter 4 (for extracting the auditory features)
and the mathematical mappings (to convert the auditory features into their visual
counterparts). More features can also be added to the system by encoding the auditory
cues that contribute to sound localization.
CONCLUSION (version française)
Objectifs de la recherche
Il est diﬃcile de développer des systèmes de substitution de l’audition vers la vision
parce qu’ils ne sontpas bien étudiés et il existe peude travauxdans ledomaine. Lebutde
cette recherche était d’étudier des systèmes de substitution de l’audition vers la vision et
deuxproblèmes importants de ces systèmes, c’est à dire la recherchede correspondances
audiovisuelles et l’extraction de caractéristiques auditives. Par conséquent, beaucoup
d’eﬀorts ont été consacrés à examiner les découvertes récentes dans les domaines des
neurosciences de l’audition, de la psychoacoustique, des études de la synesthésie et des
correspondances intermodalité pour ouvrir la voie à des solutions de ces problèmes.
Résumé de la recherche
Pourquoi devrait-on étudier des correspondances audiovisuelles?
La conversion de l’audition à la vision est très compliquée, par opposition à d’autres
types de substitution sensorielle tel que la substitution de la vision au toucher, dans
laquelle une image visuelle peut facilement être convertie en une image tactile aumoyen
d’un réseau d’actionneurs. Le système auditif est capable de percevoir une large gamme
de fréquences de 20 Hz à 20 000 Hz. Cependant, il est pratiquement impossible pour
le système visuel de percevoir les représentations visuelles (des stimuli auditifs) si elles
varient, même à des fréquences aussi basses que 20 Hz. Pour contourner ce problème, il
était nécessaire de trouver des correspondances audiovisuelles qui ouvrent la voie pour
développer des systèmes intuitifs pour encoder des objets auditifs en objets visuels. Les
objets auditifs tels que des syllabes de la parole et des notes de musique ont des durées
suﬃsamment longues pour que leurs représentations visuelles changent suﬃsamment
lentement avec le temps pour qu’il soit possible de les représenter visuellement.
La solution proposée pour des correspondances audiovisuelles
Les expériences audiovisuelles rapportées dans la littérature scientiﬁque ont révélé la
capacité des gens normaux à faire des associations entre les caractéristiques auditives et
visuelles. Cependant, les stimuli auditifs utilisés dans la plupart de ces expériences ont
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été limités à des tonalités simples synthétiques. Plus important encore, les associations
possibles entre les formes visuelles et timbres, qui sont les caractéristiques sophistiquées
d’objets visuels et des sons, n’ont pas reçu une attention suﬃsante. Pour répondre à ces
questions, dans ce projet, une expérience a été menée aﬁn de trouver des associations
audiovisuelles utilisant des stimuli auditifs et visuels complexes. Les stimuli auditifs
comprenaient les sons fenêtrés de violoncelle, de guitare, de piano, de marimba, et de
saxophone ainsi que les sonsnon-fenêtrés de cymbales, de gong, et de triangle. L’énergie
de tous ces signaux a été égalisée et normalisée. Pour les 5 premiers instruments,
4 fréquences fondamentales diﬀérentes ont été utilisées. Les stimuli visuels étaient
composés de 3 formes visuelles apparaissant sous 4 couleurs (bleu, vert, rouge, jaune)
ou 4 niveaux de gris. L’expérience a été menée en ligne et les sujets devaient choisir une
formede couleur (oudeniveaudegris) pourun sondonné. Une forte corrélation entre le
timbre et des formes visuelles a été révélé, ce qui fournit une solution prometteuse pour
les encodages (“mappings”) audiovisuels des systèmes de substitution de l’audition
vers la vision.
Pourquoi devrait-on étudier l’extraction de caractéristiques audi-
tives?
Des systèmes de substitution de l’audition vers la vision doivent, en premier lieu,
analyser les sons dans l’environnement acoustique puis extraire leurs caractéristiques
importantes. Par conséquent, il était nécessaire d’étudier les caractéristiques les plus
importantes des sons, les méthodes d’extraction des caractéristiques, le système audi-
tif périphérique et ses fonctions (par exemple, d’analyse spectrale dans la cochlée et
l’inhibition latérale) ainsi que les techniques de simulation de ces fonctions.
La solution proposée pour l’extraction de caractéristiques auditives
Etant donné la correspondance entre le timbre et les formes visuelles révélées par
l’expérience audiovisuelle, la deuxième partie de ce projet a été consacrée à l’élaboration
d’unmodèle hiérarchiquebio-inspiré pour analyser le timbre. Lemodèleproposé résout
d’abord les composantes spectrales d’un signal en utilisant un banc de ﬁltres cochléaires
puis les encode en un spectre moyenné dans le temps, puis extrait l’enveloppe tem-
porelle et la rugosité instantanée du signal en utilisant un banc de ﬁltres de modulation.
Ces caractéristiques importantes du timbre sont documentées par plusieurs études psy-
choacoustiques. Le modèle proposé extrait ces caractéristiques de façon hiérarchique et
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avec de nouvelles méthodes. Son potentiel à encoder le timbre a été évalué pour trois
applications. Dans la première, le modèle était capable de simuler les valeurs subjec-
tives de la rugosité. Dans la deuxième application, le modèle s’est avéré très eﬃcace
dans la capture et le codage des caractéristiques spectrales et temporelles aﬁn de perme-
ttre la classiﬁcation d’instruments de musique. L’algorithme des k plus proches voisins
(k-NN) ainsi qu’un réseau bayésien ont été utilisés pour la classiﬁcation des instruments
à partir des caractéristiques fournies par mon modèle. Les deux classiﬁcateurs donnent
de très bons résultats, ce qui conﬁrme l’aptitude du système à extraire les caractéris-
tiques importantes du timbre. Dans la troisième application, le modèle a de nouveau
trouvé avec succès les caractéristiques importantes qui distinguent les trois classes de
timbre (qui étaient composées de 23 sons utilisés initialement dans l’expérience réalisée
en ligne avec 119 sujets).
Conclusions
Dans cette recherche, deux solutions ont été obtenues pour deux problèmes importants
pour un système de substitution de l’audition vers la vision: une correspondance
audiovisuelle et une extraction automatique de caractéristiques auditives du timbre.
Tout d’abord, une expérience audiovisuelle a été menée pour examiner les associations
entre les caractéristiques visuelles et auditives. Cent dix-neuf sujets de nationalités
diﬀérentes (et résident principalement au Québec) ont participé à cette expérience. Une
forte corrélation entre le timbre musical et les formes visuelles a été observée.
Deuxièmement, un système hiérarchique ﬂexible et polyvalent bio-inspiré pour anal-
yser le timbre musical a été conçu et évalué avec succès pour trois applications. Ce
système extrait les caractéristiques spectrales, temporelles et spectro-temporelles les
plus importantes du timbre et les encode en trois proﬁls: un spectre moyenné sur le
temps, une enveloppe temporelle, et une fonction de rugosité instantanée. En plus de
ces proﬁls, beaucoup d’autres caractéristiques peuvent être calculées à partir des sorties
du modèle situées à des niveaux diﬀérents de la hiérarchie du système d’analyse.
Selon les résultats observés, l’encodage du timbre en formes visuelles est proposé
comme une solution solide pour les encodages (“mappings”) audiovisuels, qui sont
extrêmement importants dans un système de substitution de l’audition vers la vision.
Par exemple, des notes de piano qui ont des timbres “doux” peuvent être représentées
par des formes arrondies tandis que les sons de cymbales qui ont des timbres “durs”
peuvent être représentés par des formes irrégulières comprenant des angles vifs et des
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coins. Ces représentations visuelles intuitives sont beaucoup plus faciles à interpréter
par les utilisateurs. En résumé, trois proﬁls de timbre peuvent être utilisées pour
déterminer les objets sonores dans un signal acoustique. Les objets auditifs peuvent
ensuite être convertis en des objets visuels en codant le timbre en formes visuelles.
Les travaux futurs
La prochaine étape vers la construction d’un prototype d’un système de substitution de
l’audition vers la vision pourrait être de trouver les encodages mathématiques (la fonc-
tion f à la ﬁgure 1.2) pour encoder le timbre en formes visuelles. Ces correspondances
mathématiques utiliseraient les caractéristiques de timbre comme entrées et les conver-
tiraient en formes visuelles comprenant des bords arrondis ou angulaires en fonction
de la nature du timbre. Les autres caractéristiques auditives telles que la fréquence
fondamentale et le volume peuvent être utilisées pour contrôler la couleur et la taille de
la forme. La déﬁnition adéquate des correspondances mathématiques peut nécessiter
de réaliser d’autres expériences subjectives aﬁn d’établir de façon plus ﬁne la relation
entre une caractéristiques auditive et un élément visuel. Des relations linéaires et non
linéaires pourraient être testées par ces expériences.
Unprototyped’un systèmede substitutionde l’audition vers la visionpourrait alors être
réalisé en combinant l’analyse bio-inspirée développée au chapitre 4 (pour extraire les
caractéristiques auditives) et les encodagesmathématiques (pour convertir les fonctions
auditives en leurs homologues visuels). Plus de fonctionnalités pourraient également
être ajoutées au système en codant les caractéristiques auditives qui contribuent à la
localisation des sons.
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